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tover two weeks.

IN THE

RED

CANOE

Pretty Romance Woven Around
a Motion Picture Film '
Expedition.
By JOHN DARLING.

She came along the end of July to
Indian Neck, the prettiest girl the
resort had ever seen.
Carteret took a hasty glance at the
hotel registry as Beggsle, the official
toter of suitcases, led her away to her
room.
"Vivian Lovejoy," he read. "Oh,
Vivian, you are like a lone rosebud
In the famished
desert Vivian,
-

Vivian"

7

"Shut up. Don't be a cad," muttered Don, stuffing his big tanned
hands into his linen trousers pockets,
and staring moodily after the girl.
"Even If we do happen to be the
Jumping oft place in the summer resort line, you don't have to act like a
grinning idiot. Wonder why she ever
landed here."'
But the fact remained that she had
landed, and from her preparations, it
was seen she meant to stay. She
took the best room left, one overlooking the falls and the sweep of
rapids clear around the bend of the
headland that gave the place Its
name. Every day she went to the
pine grove above the falls, and strolled
around alone, studying every point of
land. After lunch she took the path
below the falls and walked up and
down first on one side, then crossing
tha little bridge to the other.
Carteret tried to Join her to explain
the beauties of the place and the old
legend of the falls. They were not bo
very high hardly over ninety feet,
but even in the summer they were
turbulent, fed by the lake above.
"You see," Carteret would say, "Indians used to be around here, and they
had a custom of sending one girl
over the falls every year in a red
canoe for a sort of sacrifice to the
spirit of the falls."
"I have heard of the custom before,"
said Vivian. "At Niagara they did it,
too, ,1 think.
But these falls seem
tco small for the leap to be fatal."
"It's the rocks under the water.
They're like Jagged teeth, and they
rip the bottom out of any boat that
goes over. If she did get to the bottom of the falls the rocks In the
rapids would catch her. Nice little
plan, wasn't it?"
"It's a wonderfully picturesque place.
I think it is Just what I have been
looking for."
"Artist?"
1 She smiled and
shook her head,
Jnlng her parasol so he could not
watch her.
"No. I'm Just an ordinary summer
tramp. Where Is Mr. Marden?"
"Fishing," laconically.
"He goes fishing every day, doesn't
he?"
"Every day," assented Carteret happily.
"Just below the rapids about
quarter of a mile."
"Can he swim?"
"We all wim here." He looked
down at her with sudden suspicion.
Why was she asking all theBe questions about Don Marden, the one man
at the Neck who did not appeal to
women.
"Is he anybody special?"
Vivian
asked once, watching his stalwart,
stooped figure stalk down to the glen.
"He acts as if he always did Jut ai
'
he pleases."
"He came here because the fishing
is. good. He comes every year. No
body knows who he is. He comes for
July and August, then goes away."
Carteret gave the Information grudgingly. "Don't be interested in him.
He's a dub, a perfect dub." It was
the only term that seemed to fit Don
Marden. "I would do anything In the
world for you."
She smiled at him, looking up from
the letter he had Just brought to her,
It was the letter she had waited-fo- r
Sign at Gettysburg.
July 1, 1863, on Cemetery Ridge,
'near Gettysburg, Pa., was posted this
sign:
"All persons found using firearms In
these grounds will be prosecuted with
the utmost rigor of the law."
v
For the failure to enforce It you
must blame old John Burns, for he
was the constable of Gettysburg, but
the majesty of the law was himself
blazing away with a borrowed gun.
And as accessory before, the fact
you must Indict the man who had the

They were coming
the next day, Kitson, Bayly and the
rest. There was not another hour to
lose. .
'Can you get me a red canoe?" she
asked. "And not tell anyone? I want
It tomorrow morning surely."
Carteret promised. He would have
promised the evening star If she had
asked for it in that tone. All that
clay In the rain he hunted a red canoe.
There was not such a thing at Indian
Neck, he was told, but down the river
three miles, he found a canoe hauled
up beside an old cabin, and its owner
parted with it for a weekly rental.
Red paint he found at the village
store, and another bill changed hands
that he might turn the canoe 'upBide
down in. the hotel barn and paint it
"Put in plenty of dryer, old man,"
advised Don, taking a last look at
him before dinner. "You're doing
fine. Who's it for? ' The little red
head?"
"Aw, shut up, can't you?" groaned
Carteret huskily. "You shouldn't be
allowed to speak of a girl."
"So? She has red hair, hasn't she?
Ib she going to
Or is it chestnut?
paddle her own canoe?"
Carteret's low toned mumble mentioned a place not on the summer tourist's map. Doggedly he finished his
Job, and the little trim canoe stood
resplendent in its coat of red. Vivian
came out to look at it, and she was

radiant
"It's so dear of you, Mr. Carteret
to hurry it for me," she said. "I'll

pay for It tomorrow, and for your
time."
Carteret's response was very fervid.
He wanted no pay for this work of
love. He adored her. He was her
willing slave.
"Are you really?' she mused. "Then
wait for me down at the bend of the
river tomorrow at sunset. Just where
the rapids end."
The
following
morning
four
strangers arrived at Indian Neck. They
were men, with certain curious articles of baggage, and they hired the
corner suite of the hotel, and mixed
not with the. locar gathering of wits
in the corridors or office. They went
over the ground on both sides of the
fells and the rapids carefully during
the forenoon. The noon train brought
five more, three women and two men,
and Vivian herself greeted them like
londelayed and welcome guests. She
took them out and showed them her
red canoe, and Carteret stood in the
offing and meditated on the developments of the case.
But Don did more. He stopped dead
short on his way past the party at
the foot of the hotel steps, and beamed
down on "Little Red Head," as he
dubbed her.
"What are you going to do with
that canoe?"
She dimpled mischievously, and met
hitl gaze fairly.
"If you are down below the rapids
at sundown tonight, you will se. Mr.
Marden, and I'm hoping you will be."
The tallest man in the new lot of
guests approached.
"Possibly you are not aware, sir,"
he began in friendly fashion, "that
our Miss Lovejoy is known from the
Atlantic to the Pacific coast"
"Oh, Mr. Kitson," pleaded Vivian,
flushing. "Don't I haven't told anyone here, and I've had such a good
time all by myself. It will be bad
enough when It's over." :
Don looked the whole aggregation
over deliberately. He turned again to
'

to the canoe, and danced a frantic
dance around her, before they pushed
the canoe away on its voyage over
the falls.
On the shore
the film machine
worked steadily. Another one was
waiting at the rapids, and Kitson as
the lover brave was ready to dash In,
and save the girl In the red canoe,,
when Carteret dashed along the lower
bank as the canoe went over the falls,
"It will be ripped upon the rocks!''
he yelled, but there already strode;
through the rapids a tall, ungainly
figure, Marden In his troutlng boots,
finding his way surely among the
rocks and deep holes. Had he not
threaded them for years, seeking the
hidden lurking places of the rainbow
beauties and their speckled brothers.
For one blinding instant the canoe
went out of sight in the' boiling, surging mass of water at the foot of the
falls. Then it appeared, twirling like
an autumn leaf In the swift current
that led straight for the rapids.
On the lower bank were two of the
men, KitBon and another, ready to go
to the rescue, but they seemed to
have lost their nerve. But before the
red Blip of a boat could get into the
maw of the rocks that yawned above
the eddying water, Don Marden had
seized it Vivian lay in it, holding
to the safety belt they had fastened
about herand the ropes that had been
fastened as handles on each Bide of
the canoe. Her hair was streaming
over her shoulders. There was no
fear In her eyes, only a great wonderment And while Don cut the leather
belt, and lifted her In his arms, the
film machines worked steadily, until
he reached the bank with her where
Carteret stood, a limp, helpless wreck.
"We can use it all right. Miss Love-Joy.- "
Kitson said that night, when
she made her appearance on the ve--randa. "You did fine, that's all I can
say. You kept your nerve, and It was
some drop over the falls, too. It'll be
a good film, and we'll change the story
around a bit to let this gentleman
into it."
"You needn't bother," Dot returned.
He had been talking to Vinan quietly
for about an hour in a secluded corner, and even Carteret could not fathom the meaning of their glances now.
"Miss Lovejoy has Just told me she
would marry me as soon as she gets
back home, and I don't think we'll
let you have that red canoe film."
(Copyright.

by the McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
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Good Air In the House.
Clean air In the house is as much a
necessity to health as clean water,
and, Inasmuch as a considerable portion of the air in the house rises from
the cejlar, the cellar must be as clean
and pure as It Is' desired that the
house atmosphere shall be. In the absence of any ventilating system windows and doors must do the work of
bringing in and letting out the air. The
Impure air must escape to make room
for pure air. Open the windows at
the top as well at the bottom, the
warmer air at the top of the room will
thus pass out Keep one window on
the top floor open a little most of the
time to provide a general
for the whole house. When ailing bedrooms in the morning leave the cupA sleeping room
board door open.
used as a Bitting room during the day
must be given a good airing before
bedtime. The bath room and the
kitchen need special ventilation, and
the living room must be well aired
the last thing at night, otherwise the
used-uVivian.
air will make Its way through
"You're going to shoot the falls In the house.
that canoe, aren't you?"
"Well, what If I should?" She was
For a Sick Room.
,
laughing at him.
Take an ordinary wax candle and
"Nothing, only this. I'll be in the burn until the taper becomes level;
rapids at the foot to get you out if then put put the flame and cover the
you do."
top with a layer of salt, leaving only
"You keep out of it, boy," warned the blackened end of the wick exKitson, kindly. "This is business."
posed. It will give out a faint but
"I'll be there," repeated Don, dog- steady light.
gedly, and .stalked away to his fishing.
And at sundown Indian Neck had
But She Never Thinks 80.
its first big thrill of the entire season.
It must be hard for a young woman
The red canoe was borne to' the lake to practice four hours a day and
above the falls. And there 'appeared then hear a street piano playing her
sundry wild tribesmen, painted chiefs own line of tunes better than she
and braves who bore a found maiden does. Exchange.
air-esca-

p

i

hoe store, for he, and not Hooker,
Meade or Lee, brought on the battle
of Gettysburg. A detachment of men
In blue with holes in their shoes came
into town, to clean out the store, and
at the same time came a detachment
of gray with no shoes at all, and then
the village ordinance against the promiscuous use of firearms began to
go to pieces. American Magazine.

dreseed so Inconspicuously that her
landlady, In the
rural
community where she was spending
the summer, remarked to her one
day.
"My daughter Maggie '11 tell ye how
ye ought to fix up to look swell and
stylish. If ye like. Maggie 'd Jest as
leave as not! She's a wonderful hand

at dressln'!"

"Ah has Maggie ever been to New
Expert Advice.
York?" evasively.
She was a fastidious and correctly
"Well, she's been jest's fur. She's
garbed New York woman, and she been clean gut to North Dakotyt"

1
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save steps in kitchen

JELLY FOR THE WINTER!

Sensible Table Which Should Be Considered an Indispensable Part of
GOOD ADVICE ON PUTTING UP OF
the Furniture.
SOME DELICIOUS DAINTIES.
This table should be placed on good
casters, so It can be rolled easily to
Fundamental Rules, of Course, Every any part of the kitchen, and put out
of the way when not needed.
Housekeeper Knows, But Hints
It can be wheeled to the dining
Here May Be Welcome to the '
room loaded with dishes, and then
Youthful Beginner.
pushed to the sink, saving many steps
should
The general rule for making jelly In this way. Used for ironing, it
may
calls for fruit boiled in just enough remain near the sink. The topheavy
be
or
zinc
covered
with
either
water to cover it until it Is tender,
as it
and then strained for several hours white enamel cloth. The zinc,preferthrough a cheesecloth Jelly bag. The is more easily kept clean, is
clearest Jelly is made of tfie juice
which simply drips through the bag; C
just as good but not quite so clear Is
the jelly made of the juice which 1b
pressed through the bag. To each
pint of juice a pint of sugar should
1
be allowed. Put the Juice In a saucepan over the fire and the sugar on flat
dishes in the oven at the same time.
Be careful not to let the sugar scorch.
Boil the Juice for twenty minutes, then
add the sugar, and as soon as It Is dissolved boll It up once, stirring It ab.e. A vessel hanging from a hook
carefully so that it does not burn.
at one side to catch parings of the
As soon as It is made the jelly vegetables and fruit, will be found a
should be poured into glasses or Jars valuable addition. If this table is stawhich have been sterilized by placing tionary, a small zinc tank may be set
them In cold water, bringing It to the at one end connected with a pipe leadboiling point over the fire and leav- ing down through the floor and outing them there for halt an hour, or doors, through which water can drain.
The hole In the sink should be covuntil the jelly is ready to pour into
them. They must then be bandied ered with a piece of perforated zinc
carefully with a towel to prevent in order to prevent the coarse pieces
burned fingers and the jelly must be of vegetables and other things from
Immediately poured into them. If clogging the drain-pipthey are put to boll In a wire strainer
or rack of some kind which can be MANY USES FOR LEMON PEEL
easily removed, burned fingers will be
more easily avoided.
Among Others, It Is Miles Above the
When the Jelly Is cold melt parafFlavoring Extract Employed by
fin, taking care not to burn It, and
So Many Cooks.
pour It over the tops of the Jars of
Jelly. A layer of paraffin an eighth of
Not every housekeeper knows that
an Inch thick is sufficient to protect freshly grated lemon peel is a flavorthe Jelly. , Old paraffin from last ing much superior to lemon extract,
year's Jars can he used. It should be and much more economical. Of all
washed In boiling hot water for a min- the flavoring extracts lemon Is the
ute to remove all dust and stickiness, least satisfactory, having not the
should be dried and then should be slightest suggestion of the flavor of
melted over the fire; any impurities the fresh fruit. For cake or for a
which the water does not remove will bread pudding or for any dessert consink to the bottom when It Is melted. taining raisins and currants lemon
After the paraffin is In place wash the peel is a delicious flavor. If it is used
outside of the jelly jars with a cloth for a custard, it is well to strain the
wrung o'ut of hot water and then dry mixture before cooking, as some peothem. Then mark each with a little ple dislike the slight granulation prolabel on which the name of the jelly duced by the tiny pieces of peel.
appears. These labels can be cut
An unusual but very good use for
from white paper and stuck on with grated lemon peel Is as a flavoring
mucilage or photograph paste; they for sandwiches made of Neufchatel
can be squares of gummed passepar- cheese. Rub the cheese to a paste
tout picture binding or they can be with a little butter and a spoonful of
the small gummed labels which are cream, add the lemon peel and a few
sold for ten cents a hundred.
chopped nut meats.
An unusual currant Jelly. Is made
Lemon peel makes a delicious prewith currants In the Jelly in this serve. Cut Into small pieces and cook
wise: To begin with, if you have cur- with their weight of sugar and a litrants in your garden see that they tle water.
are not picked just after a rain, but
Caramel Custard.
when they are dry and bathed in sunFour cups scalded milk, five eggs,
shine. Strip the currants from their
teaspoon salt, one teaspoon
f
stems and put them in an earthen jar
cup sugar. Put
f
set in a big kettle of boiling water. vanilla and
Leave them in the Jar for three hours, sugar in omelet pan, stir constantly
during which time the water boils con- over hot part of range until melted
stantly. Then strain the Juice of the to a sirup of light brown color. Of
currants through a jelly bag. Add su- course, a frying pan may be used, as
gar in the proportion of a pound to a you may not have an omelet pan.
pint and add fresh, stemmed cur- Add gradually to milk, being careful
rants; boil twenty minutes or until that milk does not bubble up and go
the mass jellies, and put in jelly over, as Is liable on account of high
temperature of sugar. As soon as
glasses.
Raspberry Jelly Is delicious. Boll a sugar Is melted in milk add mixture
pound and a quarter of granulated su- gradually to egg slightly beaten; add
gar to a thick sirup and add a pint of salt and flavoring, then strain In butraspberries. Boil slowly and gradual- tered mold. Bake as custard.
ly add a cupful of currant Juice. When
Original Rice Cream.
it will jelly skim off all seeds and pour
Three tablespqons of rice in a cup
It into glasses.
of boiling water In double boiler; let
cook till water Is absorbed, add one
Fudge Frosting.
tablespoons
of pint milk, piece of butter, three tableOne and one-hacup of unsweetened spoons of sugar and a little salt; cook
f
butter,
cup confectioner's sugar, till rice Is tender, take off the stove,
cocoa, 1
cup of milk, add the beaten yolks of two eggs, stirpinch of salt,
cup chopped walnuts, one-ha- ring constantly; set back on stove for
one-hateaspoon vanilla. Heat to boiling a couple of minutes, always stirring
point Boll about eight minutes; re- so eggs won't string; flavor with
move from stove, add to vanilla and vanilla, frost with beaten whites
heat till creamy. Pour over cake to browned in the oven; add sugar ta
Inch.
depth of
whites.

p9if

one-hal-

one-hal-

lf

one-hal-

one-fourt- h

lf

lf

one-quart-

Braized Beef.
Cut the meat in pieces about three
inches square, placing them In the
spider; then slice up three carrots,
three parsnips and four onions on
top of the meat, cover all with water and cook three hours in the oven,
stirring often.

J

Cocoanut Drops.
Grate a cocoanut and weigh it, then
add halt the weight of powdered- sugar and the white of one egg, cut to
a Btiff froth. Stir the Ingredients to- gether. then drop the mixture with s
dessert spoon upon buttered white paper; sift sugar over them. Bake In 1
slow oven for 15 minutes.

To Clean the. Coffee Pot.
To Freshen Cake.
Put a tablespoon of carbonate of
soda Into the pot, fill it nearly full of
To freshen stale cake, dip It foi
water, and let It boll for a little while. a second or two in cold milk, and
Then rinse very thoroughly with hot then rebake It in a rather cold oven,
waUr.
It will taste almost like new again.

THE

WON'T RECEIVE

KENNA,

RECORD,

NEW

MEXICO.

POSSIBLE NEW YORK MAYOR IN CANOE

LI

GOV. SULZER DENIES CHARGE
Never Speculated

In

.for that Purpose.

OFFICIAL

RECOGNITION.

STATEMENT

ISSUED

The Notification to the American Go
ernment Also Sent to the European Powers Huerta la
Defiant.

The City of Mesico. John Lind, special representative of President Wilson, now on his way to Stexico, will
be persona non grata to this government unless he brings credentials in
due form, "tosether with recognition
acof the government of Mexico,"
cording to an official statement just
issued. Manuel Garza Aldape, the minister
of public Instruction, who Is acting
as minister of foreign affairs, Issued
the statement and had It transmuted
to the United States embassy.
It was also dispatched by the Mexican government to the United States
and to Europe. The statement follows:
wuiimwitii iniB in.i 11,
"By order of the president of the republic, I declare as minister of forJohn Purroy Mitchell, recently appointed collector of the port of New
eign affairs, ad Interim, if Mr. Llnd
York, canoeing with his wife on Lake Paradox in the Adlrondacks.
Mr
does not bring credentials In due
Mitchell Is a candidate for the mayoralty of New York this fall on the
form, together with recognition ot the
fusion ticket.
government of Mexico, his presence
in tills country will not be desirable."
AN INSURANCE ROW SETTLED
Increased -- antagonism
has been
FOR WAP,
aroused among Mexicans towards PREPARED
Fire Companies to Resume Business
President Wilson's plan for the paciin Missouri State to Disfication of the republic In the latest
miss Suits.
news from Washington that the object of John Lind's visit here as the UNITED 8TATES ALL READY IF INJefferson City. The fire insurance
TERVENTION IN MEXICO IS
personal representative of President
situation in this state has been adjustDECIDED UPON.
Wilson Is to consult with widely
ed. ' All 4he large companies will reknown Mexicans and advise them that
turn to business at once. Attorney
the only basis on which Mexico will
General Barker will file motions In the
be recognized by the United States
REMAINS
FIRM supreme court to dismiss the suits he
Is the elimination of President Huerta. PRESIDENT
Instituted against 132 of the compaEarlier reports that Mr. Llnd purnies.
posed to deal with Huerta, perhaps by
Such was the result of a conference
making the direct suggestion that he War and Navy Departments Have
held here between the attorney genPlans All Worked Out for Quick
resign, were received with Indignation
eral and the legal representatives of
Blow If Necessity
by Mexican officials and the new angle
the companies. Those who took part
Arises.
of his visit makes it not Improbable
in the conference, which was held in
that he will be treated with even less
Washington, D. C All telegrams the attorney general's office, are Chas.
consideration that otherwise would
necessary to order the troops to Mex- E. Sheldon of the American Fire Inhave been accorded him.
ico and the navy to the coasts of the surance Company, New York, and lecountry have been written and signed. gal representative of a number of EastNEW PEACE TREATY SIGNED
Should it be decided to intervene ern companies; Frederick N. Judson
in the affairs of Mexico, all the Sec- and F. W. Lehmann, legal representa-- '
Secretary Bryan's International Amity retary of War will do is to reach into tives of all the companies, and Edward
a pigeonhole of his desk and turn the F. Goltra, all of St. Louis.
Plan Gets a Start In
telegrams over to the operators In the
Salvador.
War Department At the same time MORE FOR CROPS IF NEEDED
Washington, D. C The first ot the the Secretary of the Navy will go
International peace treaties embodying through a like performance and in a Treasury Official
Said Government
Secretary Bryan's plan actually has very few minutes the soldiers and
0
Prepared
Was
Deposit
to
sailors
will
way
on
be
to
Mexico.
their
been signed. It was between the
If Necessary.
President Wilson still sits tight and
United States and Salvador and soon
will be sent to the senate (or ratifi- Intervention apparently Is no nearer
Washington, D. C. At a conference
now than at any other time In the
cation.
between treasury officials and bankers
crisis.
But
United
the
is
ready.
States
The terms of this convention are
It was announced by Secretary of the Central West regarding the
practically Identical with the details
deposits
of government
Bryan
that Mr. Llnd would not arrive distribution
peace
proposal
of the international
to assist in moving the crops the asSaturday
Vera
at
Cruz
night.
before
submitted by Secretary Bryan to the
Secretary Daniels of the" Navy Depart- sistant secretary,. John Skelton 'Wilcounnations of the world. Twenty-siliams, said the treasury was prepared
tries, including most of the great ment explained In this connection that to deposit 150 million dollars if necpowers, already have approved the while the battleship New Hampshire essary. The original plan called Tor
plan in principle, and it is probablo could make the trip from Galveston to 50 million dollars. The exact amount
hours, minithat the signing of other treaties will Vera Cruz in thirty-siof the government deposits will be deAll will mum time, its ordinary time for the termined after the views of the bankfollow in rapid succession.
be drafted on the same general lines. journey would be about fifty or sixty ers have been analyzed.
hours, and indicated that the adminBankers of Chicago and Indianapolis
istration did not regard Mr. Lind's
they were not prepared to say
said
as
necessarily
great
mission
requiring
MAY TRY TO IMPEACH SULZER
whether the deposits would be needed
haste.
Some officials saw an advantage In by them, but that they would be glad
New York Governor Accused by Comproceeding
slowly, however, so as to to receive a part, of the funds., Genermittee With Violation of Corafford the Huerta administration an' ally, the government's proposition to
rupt Practices Act.
opportunity to become more fully ac- put out the money was welcomed.
quainted with the purpose of Mr. Denver requested 20 million dollars.
r
Y.
York,
N.
Gov. William
New
I
of New York was nearly $50,000 Lind's visit than they have been hithInto Canal by December.
in debt as the result ot stock market erto.
Ever Bince the first revolution in MexWashington, D. C. Latest reports
speculations at the time of his nomination, and used contributions to his ico army and navy officers have been from the Canal Zone announce that
campaign fund to make additional pur- preparing for an invasion of the coun- as the result of the prospective subchases ot stock, while this debt was try. They have been working out the stitution of dredges for steam shovels
smallest details, so that upon direc- In the excavation of the famous Cule-brhanging over him, according to
cut, the canal may be ready for
hearings
of
the tions from the President, the commaadduced at the
of the army and navy, shipplrig by next December.
Frawley committee of the legislature. nder-in-chief
army
The evidence brought to light Is suf- all of the available troops of the
A Famous Missionary. Dies.
ficient, according to Senator Frawley, and navy and ships of the navy will
ready to move.
chairman of the committee, to war- be Already
Khartum, Egyptian Sudan. Father
military authorities
all Ohrwalden, a
to Impeach the govrant proceedings
famous Austrian misdeernor for ' violation of the Corrupt agree that when the United States
sionary priest, who passed ten years
to
use
Mexico
cides
force
in
should
It
capavity with the Mahdl, ia dead
Practices Act. The committee has
a hard and quick blow. The in
68 years old.
closed its hearings here to consider strike
Omdurman,
at
throwing of a large military force into
what action should be taken.
Mexico and the prompt blockading of
the country's seaports will do much
TELEGRAPHIC BRIEFS
RODE IN AN IMPERIAL COACH to suppress any general uprising in
the country against the United States.
Another currency bill has been in
George W. Guthrie, the New Ambastroduced in the house by Representa
KILLED IN A PISTOL DUEL tive LIndburgh of Minnesota, Progressador to Japan Warmly Welcomed In Tofclo,
sive member ot the banking and cur
Kansas Authorities Searching for Sec- rency committee.
Tokjo. The strong ties uniting the
ond Party In Fatal Combat
The Ji'ry was sworn, the government
Japanese empire and the United States
at Lawrence.
stated les case and the taking of testiwere .mutually voiced by the emperor
mony has begun in the first of the
Lawrence Kan. Douglas, county auof Japan and George W. Guthrie, the
white slave trials in
searching
are
for
thorities
the
second
new American ambassador.
San
Francisco.
fought
party
pistol
was
a
which
to
duel
The ambassador presented his creA large assemblage of distinguished
dentials and conveyed the greetings of here the other night. The other com- men and women ot Alabama
and deleemploye
Warren,
an
at
Dean
batant,
emperor.
A
to
President Wilson
the
gations from the national house and
years
21
Ranch,
was
old,
Bismarck
the
regiment of Japanese cavalry escorted
senate attended the funeral at Birhim to the Imperial palace, and be rode killed.
Eight persons are being held in con- mingham of Senator Joseph F. John
In an imperial coach. The crowds
long the routs uncovered as b nection with the case, but as yet no stoo of Alabama, who died in Washington the other day.
arrests have been mad.
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Dlggs-Camlnet-

Albany, N. Y. After a long conference with some of his close political
advisers, Governor Sulzer Issued a
short statement denying absolutely
that he ever used campaign funds for
speculative purposes. He says he
never heard of the stock brokerage
firms of Fuller & Gray and Boyer &
Griswold, alleged transactions with
which figured largely in the testimony
before the Frawley legislative committee, until these names were brought
out before the committee.
The governor admits he did apply
'certain campaign contributions to his
personal use, but adds that he made
the amount good. He alsq admits having had transactions .with the stock
firm of Harris & Fuller, but insists
that his account with this firm was
not speculative and consisted of a loan
on stock and 'collateral.
He denies
that he ever speculated in Wall Street.
BIG

CROP LOSSES

IN

JULY

The Ho't Dry Weather Caused a Reduction of 400,000,000 Bushels In
Corn Prospects.
Washington, D. C. A decline of 11
per cent in the corn prospects of the
United States occurred during July, as
a result of the prolonged heat and
drought There was a promise of over
3,000,000,000 bushels of corn on July
1 and this has been cut down to a
prospect for 2,672,000,000 bushels on
August 1, according to the government
crop report just issued at Washington.
The greatest damage la in Kansas,
where the' condition fell from 81 on
July 1 to 30 on August 1. The decline was 43 points in Oklahoma, 15
in Missouri, 14 in Nebraska and Texas.
Additional severe deterioration has occurred since August 1, the date on
which the government's correspondents reported, and it is doubtful
whether the country has a present
prospect for more than 2,000,000,000
bushels.
--

LIND

IN

CITY

OF

MEXICO

Personal Representative of President
Wilson Arrives Safely News
Relieved Suspense.
Washington. D. C. John Lind, personal representative of President Wilson to Investigate the Mexican situation, arrived safely in the City of
Mexico, according to advices received
at the State Department from Charge
O'Shaughnessy of the United States
embassy. Secretary Bryan remained
at his desk long after midnight to receive the news.
News of the safe arrival of Mr. Llnd
with his wife and party in the Mexican capital followj several hours of
suspense. The complete absence of
any information of the progress of
the party from the time it left Vera
Cruz added to the uneasiness which
was heightened by vague rumors of
attacks on Mr. Llnd and hla family
and assistants.
THE BALKAN TREATY

SIGNED

Armies. Will Demobilize for the President at Least Roumanians Celebrate at Bucharist.
Rumania.

Bucharest,

The

.

peace

treaty between the Balkan states was
signed at 10:'30 a. m.
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FARM ESSENTIAL

Wall Street and

Did Not Use Campaign Funds

DOESN'T WANT UNITED
STATES ENVOYS UNLESS HE

DRY

on

Need of Deep Plowing.
Very First Requisite In the Conservation of Moisture Prevents Formation of What Might Be Called
. a Plow-Pa(By J. S. MURPHY, Practical North Dakota Dry Farmer.)
If I were asked what is the one thing
above all other thingB necessary in dry
farming I would say .deep plowing. For

--

purposes of dry farming all of the subsoil In this state lying west ot Red
river is practically the same, and Is
composed of drift brought here during
the glacial period, one ot the moat stupendous events this old earth ever experienced. Now, this subsoil or drift
is chiefly decomposed or disintegrated
rock, and has all the
properties, such as nitrogen, lime, potash and phosphorus, which are the
elements especially needed In cereal
production. Deep plowing Is the very
first essential in moisture conservation, as the thing It does is to increase
the absorbing storage capacity of the
soil; and the first step In dry farming
is to get water Into the soil, and deep
plowing is the first aid in thto particular.
Then, too, deep plowing p'reventa
the formation of what, might be called,
for the want, of a better name, a
plow-pa- n
I have examined literally
hundreds of fields, and I never Vet examined a field, in a dry year espe' would not
cially, that this plow-pabe In evidence when the plowing waa
less than seven inches. This plow-pa- n
is caused chiefly from the pressure
of the subsoil, producing a sort of a
glazed eurface, and this prevents any
proper contact between the furrow-slic- e
and the subsoil. In dry farming
the plowing should be so deep that you
would find it quite impossible to find
where the furrow-slicends and thu
subsoil begins. When that condition
is present there is always a proper
and,
contact between the furrow-slic- e
without even thinking, you can sea
that this is necessary, when you are
depending chiefly on the water stored
in the soil, which you get by capillary and not on free water, to mature
your crop. Furthermore,
when this
plow-paexists, the average rainfall,
up to one inch, never penetrates the
subsoil at all, any more than it did
the sod, and for the same reason.
The subsoil is the farmer's reservoir for the storage water that supplies the moisture during the season.
After you have once plowed your land
to, say, atiepth ot ten Inches, It ia
not necessary, of course, to plow so
deep each year. When I eummer-til- l
a piece of land I plow deep, for this
is the time to bring up new soil so
as to give it plenty of time to become,
weathered. Now, as soon as the crop
Is harvested on this land- - the next
season I disk it immediately;
and
when I plow it for the next crop, and
it should be done that fall Is possible,
I only plow it about six Inches deep.
Some four years ago I acquired m
piece of land that had been tilled (so
call) for twelve years. No part ot
this land was ever plowed five Inches
deep, and I determined to get down
into it, and I did. Now I estimate,
and my men thought by estimate conservative,-that
it took a ' full third
more power to break up this hardpan
formed by twelve years' plow pressure
than it would to break the original
prairie sod. I find that the average,
farmer and the average farmer la always attempting to do more than hla
power justifies doing rarely plow
more than five Inches deep, and ha
will come nearer plowing four Inches.
Turning four or five Inches of the top
soil over this year and flopping it back
next year, is not'dry farming; It isn't
farming at all; and the man who folsystem, whether
lows that slip-shohe is handling 160 acres or 1,600 acres,
la going to lose out.
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In honor of the occasion, the city
was decorated with flags, guns were
fired, bells rung and bands played.
King Charles conferred high decorations on all the delegates except the
Bulgarians, who declined them.
The peace treaty providos that the
Rumanian army shall evacuate, Bulgarian territory in fifteen days after
Its signature, and the Servian and
Greek armies in three days. It also
Spraying Compulsory.
provides for arbitration by Belgium,
Spraying has become compulsory t
Holland or Switzerland in event of a Ohio no exemptions.
It will take
disagreement over the delimitation of some time before the law is thoroughthe new frontier. Bulgaria will begin ly enforced. Its greatest hardship will
demobilization immediately.
be to the village resident who has a
few fruit trees more for shade-tha- t
CITIZENS TORE UP TRACKS profit, in the spraying ot which build'
ings, etc., are liable to have the paint
Dispute Between Rosedale, Kan., and damaged. If the slogan is to be "low
er cost of living," then their gain
Trolley Line Officials Brought
will be greater than their losses.
to a Head,
d

-

Rosedale, Kan. Disputes, extending
through years, between the citizens
of Rosedale and the officials of the
Strang electric line came to a dramatic culmination when citizens of
Rosedale, led by city officials tore up
a section of the electric tracks and
destroyed the roadbed where the line
crosses Forty-thirstreet and defied
the company's officials, lawyers and
workmen with revolvers and a fire
hose.
Th plans of the wreckers had been
made In secret. . Sunday was chosen
because the cqurts being closed there
could ha no Injunction obtained to
top them.
d
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Weeds Reduce Profits.
There is nothing which detract
more' from the appearance of a farm
than fence corners or roads grown
rank with weeds. Nor can farmers
afford to grow weeds. Every weed is'
taking nourishment required for the '
growth of some useful plant and it is
one of the factors which reduces
the profits on our
land.
high-price-

d

Keep Cows Comfortable.
The best way to keep the cows comfortable in the stall Is to use an abun-lanc- e
ot bedding.

pood Neighbors,
Good fences mean good neighbor
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Com tesse Ellse, daughter of the govern-- r
of the Mount, has chance encounter
with a pennant boy. The "Mount," a amall
d
Inland, stood In vast bay on
the northwestern coast of Franco, and
during the time of touts XVI. was a government stronghold. Develops that the
peasant boy was the son of Seigneur
nobleman. Young Desaurac determines to secure an education and become
ft gentleman; sees the governor's daughter depart for Paris. Lady Ellse returns
after seven years' schooling, and entertains many nobles. Her Ladyship dances
with strange flxherman. and a call to
arras Is made In an effort to capture a
mysterious I,e Seigneur Noir. He scopes.
Lady Ellse Is caught In the "Grand" tide.
The Black Seigneur rescues and takes
her to his retreat. Ellse discovers that
her savior was the boy with the fish.
Bunches, the Seigneur's servant. Is arrested and brought before the governor.
Lady Ellse has Sanchez set free. Seigneur and a priest at the "Cockles." San-fhtells Desaurac that Ladv Ellse
him, but . la hot believed. The
Seigneur plans to release prisoners
at the
Mount Lady Ellse pleads with her father to spare the lives of condemned
Disguised as a peasant Ladv
Ellse mingles with the people and hears
soma startling facts.
A
mysterious
Mountebank starts a riot. He Is arrested
and locked up after making close observations of the citadel, and Is afterwards
summoned before the governor's daughter. The governor enters the room during
the Interview with the mountebank. As a
miserable buffoon, the Mountebank Is released., by order of the governor.
overpowers guard and dons soldier's uniform. Ths Seigneur successfully
passes guards and finds the "Great
Wheel." Jacques, the Jailer, forced to
tread the wheel and bring up enemies of
the governor. The Black Seigneur liberates the prisoners. The SMgneur again
made prisoner. The Marquis de
visits the Mount. The ladles and
nobles Inspect the dungeons. Ellse visits
the Seigneur.
rook-boun-

c,

Beau-vllle-

CHAPTER XXVI
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(Continued.)

For a few momenta the Governor's
daughter, now standing in the center
of her apartment, heard no sound
from the other room; then' a timid

footstep approaching the door was
followed by an Indecisive rap.
"Your ladyshlo rang?" Innulrert Ma.
rie, turning a
glance on her
mistress.
"Test Did I hear voices, as I came
In?"
"Did your Ladyship? I mean I was
going to speak to your Ladyship. It's
my nleoe!" suddenly. "On her way
to Paris!"
"Tour niece!"
The Governor's
daughter looked at the other. "And
you bjv ptausedT"
"Towr Ladyship"
The woman
flushed.
"Ci course, though, you must be!
She Is out there? Show her lnf
quickly.
'
half-guilt-

.

"But-

-

"At once!"
"Very well, my Lady I" Marie's wan
ner, however, was depressed as, stepping to the threshold, reluctantly she
beckoned.
Erect, with mien almost antagonls-.tio- ,
Nanette entered and stood before
the Lady Elise. The latter did not
at once speak; for a few moments the
oDservani Drown eyes passed In quick
scrutiny over her visitor; noting the
aggressive brows; the broad, strong
face; the
pose of the
figure. A woman to do
to dare! What ?
"You wished to see me?" Nanette
first spoke. Marie lifted an expostu-lator- y
hand. - What bad manners, thus
to dare!. But my lady did not seem
to notice. "You are from one of the
Islands?" she began.
"Yes."
.
"Say 'my Lady't" broke In the old
nurse. "I trust your Ladyship will
pardon "
"Never mind, Marie!" with a quick
gesture. "Your aunt tells me you are
on your way to Paris?"
"Yes my Lady!" with the slightest
hesitation before the last two words.
"To seek a situation as lady's maid!"
"When are you leaving?"
"Tomorrow morning, your Ladyship!" interposed Marie quickly.
"So soon?" My lady continued to
address the girl. "You have had experience?"
"No, my Lady!"
"Then how can you secure what you
wish?"
"How?" At least, I can try!"
"To be sure! You can try." My
lady's eyes fell; she seemed to be
thinking. "Still, it may be difficult;
Paris la far away. And if you should
fail," her fingers tapped nervously on
the chair, "we are very busy at the
Mount Just now," she added suddenly,
directing her glance full upon the
other, "and there may be something
e

d

'

"

here"

"Here!
Your Ladyship will keep
me here!"
Marie made a movement as if to
ipeak, but her nleoe intercepted her.
"J will do my best, my Lady!"
"Very well! Then shaU you have a

trial!"

"Your Ladyship!"

lnterpoied

,

The Governor's daughter got up
quickly. H am very tired, Marie, and
wish now to be alone! You need not
remain I shall not want you again
tonight:"
N The old nurse murmured a dejected
response; turned away.
"I thank your Ladyship. The girl's
last look was one of indubitable satisfaction er she followed her aunt
from the room.
My lady stared after them. " 'Daughter of Pierre Laroche! Friend of the
Black Seigneur!'" Marie's words con
tinued to ring in her ears. She threw
herself Into a chair; sat long very
still, her eyes bent straight .before
her, on either cheek now a bright
spot of color.

es
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CHAPTER XXVII
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A 8troll on the Strand.
"You are in a hurry, Monsieur Bep- po?" arms akimbo, Nanette, standing
In an embrasure of the rampart, called
out to the Governor's man as he
passed by.
'Ah, Mistress Nanette," Beppo
stopped readily enough, "I didn't see
you at nrst."
"Because you have more Important
matters to think of," she laughed,
showing her Btrong white teeth.
The fat old man looked pleased; a
few days before, Nanette had flashed
a radiant smile at him from ber case
ment, and, ever since, he had been
inclined to regard her with favor.
"Not more important, but duties that
must be attended to I The wedding
hour draws near." The island girl
half turned her head; a shadow
seemed to pass over the bold, sun
burned features. "And her ladyship
.gives tomorrow a riding party for her
guests a last celebration before she
is led to the altar. I am on my way
now to arrange about the escort"
"A riding party!" Nanette spoke
quickly. "You mean on horseback?"
"How else?" said Beppo. "It is
pastime her ladyship has always been
very fond of, even as a child. In
those days," not without aa accent of
"it was my privllege "
"Do they rM
far?" Interrupted
Nanette with
eager
ness.
"To the old Monastery St Ra
nulphe; an imposing rain, of tenth
century architecture, mj
he
added pompously.
"And where is It?"
"Off the Paris highway, sdm
ten
miles from the Mount."
"Ten miles? And the country is
beautiful? Not open; sandy. Ilk the
shore?"
"It partakes Of a rugged grandeur."
"With forests around?" quickly.
"Ye," Indulgently. "You like forests, Mistress Nanette?"
"When they are thick and wild"
"Then would you like these!"
The girl ' asked no further questions; yet still Beppo lingered, his
glance seeming loath to withdraw
from this exuberant specimen of vigorous young womanhood.
"Which
way were you going, good Mistress
Nanette?" he asked finally. "On second thoughts, I have a little time to
spare and will walk along."
Nanette looked down from the rampart toward the sands and the shore,
did not answer, and, more insinuatingly, Beppo repeated his proposal. Nanette started.
"La, Monsieur Beppo! I I'm afraid
it wouldn't do. There's my aunt,"
tossing her head, "that careful of me!
Won't even let me go walking on the
beach alone! Do you ever go walking,
on the beach, Monsieur Beppo?" she
inquired suddenly, regarding him with
an eloquent look.
"I It has not been my custom," he
"But," the fishy eyes
murmured.
growing brighter, "with you if I
might accompany you " "
"Oh, I didn't mean thatl Oh; not
pf course not! And I couldn't think
of it. My aunt"
But when a few moments later, she
turned, to walk quickly away, the
round and shining face of Beppo,
watching her disappear, wore not the
look of a man who bad allowed himself to be rebuffed.
Out of his sight, Nanette's expression changed to one of somber
thoughtfuloess; it lingered as she entered the palace, with free swing,
mounted the steps to her mistress'
apartments; was still there, when she
took a bit of embroidery from a table
and seated herself at the window of
an antechamber, bent over her task.
Soon, however, she stopped, to sweep
abruptly cloth and colored silks from
ber lap to the floor, and, leaning forward, ber firm, brown hands clasped
--
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over her knees, she seemed to be asking herself questions, or weighing
some problem.
'Yes; it is our only chance." In tter
eyes a steady glow replaced the vary
ing lights, and, getting up with a sudden air of determination, Nanette
crossed the room to where, near the
door,- - stood a smalt desk.
Glancing
quickly around, she seated herself and,
reaching for paper and pen, wrote
carefully and somewhat laboriously a
few words. She bad finished and
was contemplating the result of her
eager efforts when a hand at the door
caused her to dash down the pen and
spring to her feet. As her aunt en
tered, Nanette took a few steps forward, and, bending to pick up her
work from the floor, turned partly
away and thrust the paper into the
bosom of her gown.
"I came to tell you supper Is ready,"
said Marie quietly.
At the table with her aunt the girl's
manner was subdued and deferential;
she -- observed the nicest proprieties,
and bestowed on the other's slightest
word a meed of attention calculated
to soften the old woman's attitude and
suspicions. And possibly succeeded;
or, it may be, Marie's own conscience
had begun to reproach her; for a number of days had passed and nothing
had as yet occurred to Justify the
early apprehensions she had enter
tained. Under the circumstances the
meal was a little prolonged; the first
shafts of twilight had entered the
courtyard and had begun to steal Into
the narrow chamber with darkening
effect, ere of an accord the two women pushed back their chairs.
"It gets dark early," said the girl,
"or time has passed quicker than I
thought Perhaps It was what you
were telling me of the former lady of
the Mount She must have been very

beautiful!"

"She was," answered the woman;
"and as good as beautiful!"
"Heigh-ho- !'
Nanette
sighed;
through the window watched the shadows that like dark, trailing flgufes
seetned creeping up the ancient wall
to caress and linger on green leaves of
vines, bright flowers and other living
things. "But I suppose she had everything she wanted." The girl stirred
restlessly.
"What sort of a man is
Monsieur Beppo, aunt?"
"Beppo?" Recalled as from a long
train of recollections, the woman did
not seem to notice the abruptness of
the Inquiry. "Oh, he is an old and
faithful servant. For almost as many
years as I have been here," with an

"I didn't exactly know how to re
fuse! he looked so old and respect
able! I thought, top, you wouldn't
mind and I'm glad you think so well
of him, aunt."
In the gathering gloom the listener'
faoe seemed suddenly to grow graver;
her eyes, which bad returned to the
girl's, expressed once more doubt and
misgiving. With her glance lifted upward, however, Nanette did not seem
to notice this quick change. A star
faint forerunner of a multitude of
watting
timorously
orbs peeping
down from above the gray, gaunt mass
of stone, alone absorbed the girl's
gaze and attention.
"Where were you thinking of going?" after a silence' of some length
the older woman asked.
"I don't recall that Monsieur Beppo
rementioned," was the
sponse. "But, of course, aunt. If you

object"

"I do not know that I do," said the
other slowly. "Only," as if the thought
had suddenly come to her, "what were
you writing at her ladyship's desk
when I went to call you?"
"Writing?" Nanette regarded her
blankly. "I don't understand you,
aunt."
"Weren't you writing something
that you hid in your dress when I
came?".
"No!" The girl looked full at the
other; denied point-blanthe accusation. "Now that you speak of it, I believe I did step to the desk," she answered, glibly, "to look at some ornament; but as for writing, or daring to,
I should not have presumed."
A low discreet rap at the door Interrupted, and, with a whispered "There
he is now!" Nanette cut short further
argument by rising.
"She is not telling the truth!" For
some time the woman stood looking
down In gloomy thought after the two
had gone. "What does it mean?"
Moving to a peg, she took down a
shawl. "What can it mean?" she
asked herself again, and, wrapping the
garment about her head and shoulders, left the room.
Half an hour later, at Beppo's side,
on the beach, Nanette measured her
steps to his; listened to the old man's
platitudes, and even turned a not unwilling ear to sundry hints and
of a tenderer nature. The
girl was In ber most complaisant
mood, and, In his role of discreet gallant to young and blooming womanhood, the fat factotum strove to make
the most of the opportunity. He
sighed; bethought him of a sentiment- k
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"It Gets Dark Early,"
accent of pride, "has he served at the
Mount!"
"And his moral character, aunt?"
demurely.
"Monsieur Beppo has a reputation
for piety, no doubt deserved!" returned the woman, with an accent of
"At any rate, be seldom
surprise.
misses a mass. But why do you ask?"
"Because I met him today and be Invited me to walk with him this evening."
"He did?" Marie's mouth grew firmer. "And you?"

Said the Girl.

al tale, and carped of the beavuy of
the moon, then gilding the edge of
She
the Mount's high towers!
looked; but soon her eloquent
glance swerved to the sands, dotted
by desultory seekers of cockles, or
belated stragglers from the shore, and
fastened itself on a Jutting point of
the Mount
Near It, before a large rock of peculiar shape, a man was engaged in
that common nocturnal labor of the locality, digging! As the couple drew
near, quickly he raised his gaze; al

most at onoe let it fall; engrossed in
his work, continued to toss the sand
But
and stood over it searcblngiy.
when they had gone by, once more he
straightened, and, at the same time,
the girl looked back. Stalwart,
a sailor by his dress, the fellow made a sign, and, apparently any
doubt as to who he was vanished from
Nanette's mind; for from the fingers
of the free hand she held behind ber,
something fluttered to the beach.
Leaning to bis implement, the man
regarded the paper, but not until the
girl's low laugh was beard, as she and
Master Beppo vanished in the darkness, did he step forward and secure
black-bearde-

it

"So! That was it!" Breathless, indignant, Marie, standing in the black
shade of one of the Mount's projections, watched the fellow read and regard carefully the message In bis
hand; then tearing It, crumple the bits
and thrust them toward his pocket
as he walked off. "Brazen huzzy! But
her ladyship shall know; and If she
doesn't pack you off, bag and baggage
Eh? What Is that?" And springing
forward, the woman pounced upon
something that lay on the sand.
CHAPTER XXVIII.
The Hesitation of the Marquis.
The day of my' lady's riding party
dawned; in the east a tender Carat
burned, and, vanishing, left the
heavens an unbroken blue. Shoreward
the mists rolled up, until only In the
neighborhood of the forts did the
white, soft vapor linger. On the Mount
itself sunshine .held sway; it radiated
from the fortifications, "cuirass of the
rock," and gleamed on the church,
"tiara of its majesty." It warmed a
cold palace of marble; looked in at Its
windows, and threw bold shafts to
lighten dark nooks and corners.
But my lady, mistress of the Mount,
seemed not to feel Its beneficent
touch; standing In the full glow and
looking from her casement she shivered a little. Already was she
dressed, and her habit of dark green,
fitting close, served to accentuate "the
whiteness of her cheek which general
absence of color, in turn, made the
more manifest certain dark lines beneath the restless, bright eyes.
"Your Ladyship!" After knocking
in vain, Marie hud entered the room
and set down the small tray she carried. "There Is something your Ladyship ought to know!" with an air of
excitement. C
half
daughter
The Governor's
turned. "What now, Marie?" she said
sharply.
'
"It's about Nanette!" My lady made
a quick movement of annoyance, impatience. "I did not tell your Ladyship, but I was averse to having ber
remain here. Your Ladyship does not
understand, of course, and "
"I do understand," said my lady unexpectedly. "And you need not explain. I overheard you talking with
her that night of the banquet!"
"Your Ladyship!" startled.
"And I heard you speak of her father, Pierre Laroche, friend of the
Black Seigneur."
"And engaged her after that!"
"Why not? I could watch and I
have! But you were wrong, Marie."
My lady's manner was feverish. "Your
suspicions were ridiculous. There has
been nothing nothing! And day after tomorrow Is the wedding celebration, and the next day, he, the Black
Seigneur" She broke off abruptly.
Had Marie been less wrought up,
less excited, less concerned with the
information she had to Impart, she
could not have failed to notice the odd
break In her young mistress' voice;
something unusual, almost akin to despair. In her manner. As It was, that
which weighed on the old nurse's
mind precluded close observation of
the other.
"But something has happened, my
Lady!" the woman halt stammered
"Comment!" The girl turned to her
sharply. "What? Explain, Marie!"
Disconnectedly, the woman launched
Into a narration of the events of the
night before; my lady listened closely,
with an interest and excitement she
strove to conceal, half turning so that
the other saw no longer her face.
"And here," ended Marie, extending
a crumpled fragment of paper, "is a
piece of the note she dropped on the
beach. The man tore it up, but in
thrusting the bits of paper, into his
pocket this fell out, and, after he
walked away, I picked it up myself
from the sand. 1 can't read, as your
Ladyship knows, and there Isn't much
on it only a word or two! But it
may tell something."
My lady's face was now composed;
the hand she extended, steady; for
several moments she regarded the

fragment

"What does It say?" asked the woman anxiously. "Is It is It important?"
Her mistress did not at once answer; twisting the bit of paper In her
fingers, stood aa If in thought, and the
old nurse repeated ber question.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Convenient Pall.
For the convenience of persons who
have small amounts of washing to do
at home thore has been invented a
pail with a washboard sliding la
grooves la one aid.
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For tl 10 last, year or more public lands in tlio Western Stares
y
have been designated by the
of the Interior as subject
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The Department has supplied
the L7. S. Land Offices' with
blank form 4 51911 to be used
when you wish to absent your
self under the provisions of the
threw year law. Also a blank
form m used when, you return
to your claim.
This office is supplied with
these blanks fcr your convenience, r.ud if you are not convenient to some TJ. S. Commis
sioner, you can obtain h blank
by writing to the U. S. Land

act, or tbe 320-Per Year in In
Adyar.ce
acre homestead act, only on petition of these who desire to
.AdvertisclnB trips mnrte known on application
avail themselves of the provisions of this law. This procedure
LOCAL AND PERSONAL.
was an outgrowjh of the desire
Office.
Legal Blanks printed and for of the Department to designate
When you leave your claim
no lands which' were not aeeuai-l- y
sale by theKcnin Record.
now for what is considered an
enterable under the law in
Ed P. Munilay shipped 4500 question. In order to accomp- absence it is necessary for you
to tile a aotice of such absence
sheep from here Thursday.
lish 4jiis end Ihe status of eacli
with the U. S. Land Office.
Try Our After Dinner Coffee. tract had to bo investigated to
Then it. is just as 'necessary
Each bucket contains One Solid determine whether it was ul.j for you to tile notice of your reSilver Knife and Fork both sil- ready entered, was a school sec- turn to I, lift claim.
ver wear and coffee are guaran- tion", was involved in a State seteed to please you. 1.10 'per lection, or for any other reason
New York, Aug. U Strike of
had been taken out of the class lenittors. biggest in which wom
bucket.
of "unappropriated" p u hi i c en fig "i red since shirt waist
Kenna Lumber Co.
lands which alone are enter- - walkout, in 1900-1expected to
Miss Beatrice Cooper went to able under this act. This search
prove dath blow to 'sweatshop
Portales Thursday to "attend meant that with the meager iodustry. Women being
urged
teachers examination.
force available to the Depart- to insist on demand for sanitary
ment only slow progress could working condition, as well as
FOR RENT.
be
made in the designation of better" hours and wag s, also
Good two room house with
for entry under this law. abolition of child labor.
lands
good well of .water, located near
Soon
after the passage of the
the school house. Inquire of
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 15 J. T.
act
had been designated
lands
John A. Kimmons.
Gordon, tailor of this city, start
tor entry under it in a body
ed i.o Pussia today,4 to receive
without regards to their status,
rOR SALE.
fortune of .$500,000i left by
1913 Model, Motor Cycles and the only question determined by
bache'oruncle, because he never
Motor Boats at bargain pi ic s, the Department prior to desig- failed to write his mot her' weekall makes, brand new machines, nation being that the lands were ly for fifteen years.
on easy monthly payment plan. surveyed, unsurveyed, and
Under this mode of The Ohio Liquor League, offiGret our proposition before buyprocedure
designations
can be cial organisation of tlio retail
you
v
ill
regret
or
also
it,
ing
bargains in used Motor Cycles. made with comparative rapidity, liquor' dealers of the state, is
"Write us today. Enclose Stamp the availability of tbe lands for planning a cam oaign to prevent
entry being determined by the wonieli from drinking" to public
for reply.
applicant when he visits the lo place?. Tls officers declare that
Address Lock Box 11,
J25-S2Trenton, Mich. cal land ofiice to file upon bis unless th's and other reforms
fldv.
claim. After the abandonment are made, Ohio will go "dry"
Legal Blanks printed and for of this early procedure the law within two years.
was extended to apply to North
sale bv the Kenna Record.
The Mobile- and Ohio If. R. is
l He rule
ot designa
lAHiota.
W. II., Cooper is putting a tion by petition has been fol to operate
hue of
considerable addition to his
lowed in that State, ai,id the re steamers to Cuba tor blackstrap
this week.
suiting delays nave nioveu em- - product and Mammoth Vtoiage
b
constructed at
banassing both to the Depart tanks will
'
MONDAY SPECIAL.
.
ment and to tbo citizens of Mobile.
j
On Monday Aug. IS, which is North Dakota, as well as .those
1(5
"fVashingtor.,- Aug.
Pres
vash diy with most Ladies, of other Western Stales.
is
broughi:
being
sure
to
bear
7
get
you can
packages of Borax
At the suggestion of Senator
upon
Wilson
to
President
take
25c,
Washing Compound for
Gror.na Secretary Lane has re
on
trip
battleship
Oregon
when
1
Bi'St
lb
packages
Four
of
cently decided to revert to tbo
Gloss Starch for 25 cents.
earlier practice '"Hud designate she makes first trip tbvojigh
Highest market pi ice paid for tbe laud's in large bodies after ir, Panama Canal. The Oregon is
in PuCo1 Sound undergoing
chickens and eggs.
is determined thalthey are
000,000
lepahs.
Give us a call when in wed
as required by the law.
of anything in Groceries or Ho has accordingly ' issued apSenator Bryan of Florida,
Feed, a full line always on hand propriate instructions t o the fighting for one cent; postage.
Jones & Pirtle. ' Geological Survey, which is rather than reduced parcel post
charged under the Department
Washington, Aug. 15 Furth- with the preparation of the lists rates, says unlets Postmaster
er to popularize parcel post syt of land enterable under this law. Burleson is checked, people will
have to'go to the mail offices for
Buile-hotorn Postmaster-Genera- l
This change will have tbo effect their freigbt.and vice versa.
put into effect new rule, of greatly expediting the desigincreasing weight to twenty nation of lands under this law.
NEW MEXICO
COAL OUTPUT.
pounds, with sharp reduction in
$5,000,000.
rates. Act bitterly opposed by
All homesteaders coming un- Pioduclion in 1912 Increases Half a Million
railroads and express companies.
Dollars and Breaks Previous Record.
the tbre'i year law, should
der
Congressmen from several states
tbo
of
keep
account
correct
a
one-ceNew "Mexico is now accounted
postare fighting fbr
.
their'
absence-This
is
of
ono
dales
of the important
age instead.
made necessary now since you
States of the West, much
Railroad Will Educate Employes.
are required lo notify the Land of her output being distinctly of
Office of your going away and high grade. In tlin Raton field,
Montreal, Que, Aug. 1 2
ll of your return to the claim, thai,
which furnished about 75 per
Three free scholarships in
University have been offered your final pi oof testimony will cent of tbo production in1912,
by the Grand Tiunk Railway be CORRECT, and cor. spond the coal is a true coking , coal
Company to railroao employes w.th the dates given to tbe land and most of the operatic ft are
office from time to time during conducted on an expensive scale.
under 21 yeais of age who
In 1912 there were 11 mines that
a college education. Tbe tbe period of homesteading young men will be expected to
pi educed each over 100,000 tons,
work for the company during
S. atd t wo of these produced over
Xew York, Aug. 15-- U.
the vacation periods.
y
Commission Began taking testi- - 400,000 tons. Nearly 810,000
niony in cat-- of Stale of Texas tons of coal was made into coke.
If ignorance is bliis, il'j funny aKaillst MarIUJlia Petroleum
The first record of coal prothere aren't more nappy r ul"0 Company for 102,000,000 penal- - duction in New Mexico .M as
in this old world.
ties. Testimony has been taken published in 18S2, when the prowin
in several To?: as cities and will duction 'amounted to 157,"092
to
A pers on fiods it's hard
weeks tons about 1 per cent of the anbe continued lor
is
it
won
j
fi reputation, but once
nual outpgt at the present time.
j.osjible toliyeoaibaions time. m Past.
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We make what yu want in, this line, Tanks, Ve!l Casing,
Watering Troug;hs. Repair work neatly and promptly done.

Caiifcrnia State Life Ins. Co.
SACRAMENTO,
Capita! Paid up $510,009.
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Tlie United States Oeoh gical
Survey's repoited on coal for
1010 contained excellent maps
of the coal fields of tbo United
tjtates with brief desciiptions by
geologists of the Survey. CupieS
of that leport are still available
and can be procu-refiee of
charge upon applicalfou to the
Director ot t b ex Survey. A
special feature of the chapters
of coal production in 1911 and
1012 is a statement of tbe extent
t which "shooting off.he solid" i practiced in. the bitumious
coal mines of the several States,
from which some instructive
cor.clusions may be drawn. The.
more frequently that practice is
condemned by writers and speak
ers and the moie widely it is
prohibited by law and by company rules, Uk) safi r jt will lie
for the miners and the better
for the iudustrv.

Station,

for r'uller

Skirts..

fjSoax,
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Temperature.
Menu lemperature
Maximum temperature
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Miiiimum.temperatnro
(J rent est daily range
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..76
.

T.

104
. 50
44

'Precipitation.
Total
Clear
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. .
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.

Partly cloudy

.25
(5

Cloudy

.0
William Horner,
ive
observer, postoffice address, Rj-a"'

co-ope- ra

z,

N. M.
Counterfit

$5

In Circulation.

Washington, Aug. 14 Chief
W. Flynn of the United States
Secret service is warning the
banks of the country, especially
those in the middle

west,

against a new counterfit $5
"Indian head" sertificate. The
The spuriour note apparently is

St. Raul, Minn., An;. 12
Federation of " AVomen's Clubs
of this State is bei;g llodded
with letters from all j urts of
the count ry endorsing the crusade started by one of its district
boards, against the tight fplit
skirt. The board is at present
sending letters to every manu-faciurluul buyer of ready
madd clothing for ' women and
to every manufacturer and pubpatterns, making
lisher of drt-san appeal for modification of
the present styles.

printed from crudely etched
plates on fair quality bond paper, with ink lines to imitate the
silk fibre of the genuine.
100 Reward, $100.
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Account of Mountainair New
Mexico, Chautauqua Assembly
Au. 12 to 21,
Tickets on salo Ails', & to 21.
Return limit September 2nd.
One and one fifth fare for
round trip.

non-con-

FOR ITBLU'ATIOX.
T, 8.

l

00073

of ICennn, N. M., who, on Jmi, 5. 1H J, made
nddltlnnal II. K. No. O flr.t, for N1M, Sec. 33,
Twp, 4 S.i Hnnire 1 .. N. M. . MgnhUnn.
llleti t!olli!e Of Ititimiloh to nlitUe llmil
proof, to eslnhllsh clnlm to the
lh'te.6
Innfl bove dcsclhed, before linn V- Snvnue,
In his o:1le6 nt Rertna,
Ui , C'ohtttilRSiotleri
N M, on Se)t. 4. 1')l3.

Dates of sale: Sept. 25th to
Oct. 10th inclusive.
O. A. Holder.

Claimant namea as witnesses:
Edirivr I. Grnves. Wllllom H, Cooper. Hntvey
W. Fry, H ron F. Kniifht. nil of Kennn, N. M,
C. C. Bunrt, lleisier.

NEW MEXICO.

Kotire for Publication.

Fiscus.

J

M
Rem-

and

X

---

Vienna,

I

Department of the Interior, TJ. S.
.AndOMcc nt Ronwelh N. M. July Sli 1113.
Notice IshOrby utven thrtt Wllllnhi il. K.lde?:
of Alllei N. M i tt ho, on Nov. 3, lOlo, tnnde II.
R: Ser. Not 023712, for-- f H, Rep: IS,
S.
Mintfe 37 Ei N, M) P, Merldliim hnS HleM noProof, to
tice of intention to mnke thme-yen- r
estitblish cliii-- to thj land ubove described,
before Will A. Palmer. IT. S. Commissioner.
In his office nenr Redlnnd,
N. M.on NEK
P.. N. M.
NEW. Seo. 10. Twp. 8 S. Ptinee
P. M. on September 3, in 3.

Tp.

Claimant names ot witnesses:

3SSM

Seilet Articles.

Grover C. Grlflirii Thonms N. Hyrd, these of
Redlandi NJ M. Clifton C, AshbrooU; Dnyitl S.
Hotcleri these of Allle. N. M,
Ti Ci TtiiiJf idN. RuKlst.er.
AP A'.H- -

,

the
Wcwantevery
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SPECIALTY.
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of the Interior, IT. S. ly.and
Fo.t Sumner. N. M. Auicust . 1013.
F.

t

Ofllceat
Notice Is' hereby then that Homer V.
Cramer, of Kcnna. N. M. who, on Feb, 8,
1(100, mnde
homestead entry No. 0oS73. for
NWX, Seo. .11. Twp. 4
Ranife 8i K.. and on
Sept. 7, lUln, made add'l. boincsloiid entry
frfr SWK. Section 17. Twp. 4 S
No.
Ranire 30 12.. N. M. p.'Merldlnn. haa Hied' noProof,
tice of intention to make three-yea- r
o establish claim to the Innd above described
before Dsn C. Savaita, u. S. Commissioner,
in his ofiice at lienna, N, M. on the 13th
day of September IKI3.

LAND OFFICE PRACTICE

ROSVVELL,

Sepleniler?. IMS.
Claimant names as witnesses:

William K. F.ldir, Pnvld Sl!itcler, Joseph
M. Mi C.aha. Malay O. llanforth, nil of Allle,
X. M.
T. V. Tna.oTaoN,
'
Al A :o
IteKlfiter

DAVID L.. GEYER
A

,

r

t

Otfie

N. M.

Claimant names as witnesses:

8 R.
8

L.

Th e

ROBERSON,

Barber
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missioner. in liis ortice. tiear lioilll.n.l: N'. l
on Xli'l KE!. Sec. 10. Twp. e t. KnniiB ?.1 K.
N. M. P. M. on Auirusl IS. liiKt:
Claimant n mites us wiltrjoses:
Hiram S. Ilion n, Cnrl S. Turner, tln.ver (
firiftln. John li. Cox. nil of Rcdland. N. M.
Jlh-AlT. (!. 'i llotMMi. Register.

Notice for I'ublicatioii.
0J8579

:

'

Departnient of the Interior, U. S.
Lnnd Otllce nt Kcwell, N. M. July 7. 1'ii3.
Notice Is hereby litven llint Samuel ll.
Smitbce, of Nert Hope. N, M. who. on Oct.
SB, IMS. mnde 11, K. Ser. No. tSC.7.I.
for Nl'
KH XWH, KW'4 NW'i, NHU SH'I, Sec. Si.
Twp. 8 S., Uanira 3.1 K.. N. M P. Meridian
hns Hied notice of Intention to make three
year Proof, lo establish einini to tbii land
above described, before U. E. Toombs. U S
C'ommlssioner, in his office at New Hnpe.N.
-M. n August ID, 1913.

':

Claimant names as witnesses:
Charley ft. Miller, Wllliini Rudolph, fleorpe
C. Cooper. William 11. Dnvis. all of fiiltins,

Well any wy after we're gone N.
T. C. Tlt.LHTsoN,
l
'
Rettiiter
we don't feel sheepish when
things are said ahout us that
The men who want jobs vote
we don't deserve.
a man into office and those
Tjegal Blanks printed and for who don't get what they want
vote him out again.
Sale by the Kenna Record.
A.1.r-S-

ate.

A

T. C. TltUJTSiiN.

'

A8-P-

ah a

Daoklna

K'insa-11, 1913.

-

James W. Reed, Joseph t'l. Blaekfotd. Oliver
Powell, William C. Macklln, nil of Hilda, N.
Clnlmar.t names ns witnesses:
M.
f. c. Henry,
Kdwiu F. Oilman, of JCobe, N. M. Fdnnr J.
'
Refflater. Strawn, Joseph W. Kallew, Ibtfe I New
Hope. N. M. James W. Tuylor. of Julson N.
NOTICE FOU ri'KLICATIOX.
M.
T. O. Tii.i.otson.
01S339
Reuister.
Depftrtment of the Interior, U. S.
N.
M.
Notlc fur I'liltllrntlnu.
tmr.d Otllce at Roswell,
Aur. 5. 1BI3.
OMSK
Notice is hereby iflven that Willlnro Rudolph,
19C8,'
made Department pf the Interior, IT.
of Klkins, N. M. who. on Jnne 13.
II. E. 157li, Ser. No. 01.1339. for NF,: and Land OflUe at Koswell. N. M. Ann 8. 1913.
on Not. Si. hKfl. mnde add. entry Serial No.
Notice is hereby iflven that Orle.m Lewis,
OS0sS. for NWX, Sec. 27, Twp. 8 S. Pantre !I7 of ftlltins, N. M. widow of Jay D. Lewis,
inMeridian,
B., N. M. P.
haa tiled notiue of
deceased, who, on Auif. 5. HKI7. n ade II. R.
tention to make three yenr Proof, to estab- 1265. Serial No. MOflH. for XW SW': SW"
lish claim to the land above described, before SW!4; KVH SKM, Seo 89. Twp 8, S. Itanno
In his iH. K. N. M. P. Meridian, hns filed
John F. O irro'l, II. S.
notice of
ofllce at Klkins, N. M. on Sept. 9, 1913,
Proof, to estabIntention to make
names
as
Claimant
witnesses:
lish claim to the land above described, before
Charlie K. Miller, Cieorao W. Iliee. John John F. Carroll, IT. S, Cou;n.hMoncr, in bis
Heisik', Thonins AAVilllnms. nil of F.lklns. N. office at ftlklna. N. M. on Sept. 18, I9UI.
M.

WW J Soday; Mention this PapeA
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Dogs and cigaretts are
ns undesirables on the program
of Camp Clcghorn, Independent
Older of Oood Templars' Chau- lauqua Lake, Wis,, on the 9tli.
Amen to the move.

City St c Yards, Aug
The early loss on cat-ti- n
last week was- - almost com- p'etely icritoied before tlifl end
f the week.
Heceipts dropped
(T to a point below normal after
Tuesday, and hundiedsof buy
ers came heie from tl.e corn
slates for stock cattle and feed
ers, attracted by reports of the
NCT'CL' Kf.K I'CiJUCATION.
V. Tnylor of Ju lson,
0:!tC'I
T. e. Tii.i.otsov, Meclslcr.
heavy receipts Monday a com
Department cf the Interior, U. S. bination
if circumstances that
NOTICE FOU I' Ult 1,1 CATION.
T.nnd Office nt Roswcy. N. M. July 21. l'U3.
O5II0I4
Notice Is hereby iven thnt Wealthy Ash- elevated the prices promptly.
Department of the Interior , "It. S broo!;, of Allle. N. M. who, on Jan. l'. mil. Heceipts today amounted to but
made II. K Scr. No.OJIJSW. for N H!. See. 2:
T.nnd Ofllce at ttosWetl, X, M.. June 5(f, lflt3.
Tivp. fl S.,R(nife S7 K., 15000 cattle, a fine exhibition
Hi'ctlon
Notlcd Is lioleby Irit en Hint rleorfre A, W.i
Cotdef, of rtudiiirlrt, N. (I rtHOi on Nov. 27, N M. P. Meridian, hi filed vur.Uo of Inten- of self restraint on the part of
Proof, to es'nblisli
I91A mnde ft. 1'!. Ser. S'o. 05SHJ. for YM, tion to miike
stock men in the dry belt. More
Section 24. Twp. 6 S Pnniro S7 ft . N. M. P. ob.'m to ll.e land above di scribed, before Will
Metidiahi hns lllcci notice' of Intention to A. PaUunr, U. s. Commissi mcr, in liiioillce country buyers are here today
to eMahlisir claim to n!tr Uedinnd. N. M. ori NK'-- Nli'i. S?c, in,
mnltd throe' Ikear
were ever seen in Kansas
the "land above described, before Will A, Twp. 0 S. It. 3T N. M. P. M. on Saul J, 13'3. than
Claimant rames as witnesses:
City tit one time befoie. Not
Palmer. U. S. Commissioner, in bis ofbee
near Redlnnd, N. M. on NK' NEW. Sec. 10,
William ft. Kliicr, Dnvld S. Rot elcr. Joseph
half enough cattle are here to go
Twp. 0 S., Ranee 37 E., N. M.P. M. on Anir. M. Me(lal:n, Mubry A. T)anforlb.'all of Allie.
T. C. TILTiOTSON,
1913.
around. The phenomenal
N. 1,1. .
ItoglKter.
Claimant names as witnesses
from the country makes
Henry C. Tloieler. Joseph M. Mctlnhn, these
NOTICK FOU riiil.I CATION.
for the good of the wholrf marof Allle N. M., John It. Corder, James II
(rHI
F. S.
t'ollins. lliese of Redlnnd, N. M.
ket of course. Commission men ,
T. '. Tti.U)T.iN, Reuister , npparlment ot the Tntprlor, U. S. Land
17,
1913.
July
M.
are receiving hundiedsof letters
Olllen al Fort Sumnar. N.
Notice is hereby trlven tbat John J. (lamer, from stockmen anxious to seNotice fci' riiblicn'iioii.
1911.
3.
made
M.
who. on June
of KerMin.. N.
entry N own, for NWM cure :a't tie, and the events of
Department of the Interior, II. S. Add. hn'asfeiM
2H. Twp. S
flanio 30 F,., N. M
NMK.
"ec.
M.
T.nnd Ofllce lit Rilsw?lli N.
the last ten days have uncovered
l'13
June
P Merlrt'nn, hns bled notice ef Ititefi'lon to
H.
s
jaa:t
Oojllns,
Notice is hereby given that
to
claim
r
establish
Proof, lo
make
i buying power in the corn slates
of Kcdlnnd, N. M. who. on Oct. 17. 1I0, made
land above described, before Dun C. beyond any expectations.
the
.Mis13;
02:i.W7,
II. E. Serial No.
for SWU Section
In his olllco
Snvat'e. V. S. flommlssloncr.
NW!f. Section 21, Township o S., l.'tini'e
1913
11000
Sept.
day
here
of
3lh
M.
cattle
N.
on the
souri bought
!' X. M.P. Meridian, Ins filed notice of in at K'::ma.
witnesses:
names
Cluininnt
8000
Illinois
Iowa
yeur
proof, to establish
last week,
tention to n.ake three
John II, tlmnn. William II. Cooper. Joseph
claim to the land nbovo described, before
0000, Kansas 4000, scattering
N
Kenna,
of
W.Fry,
all
Harvey
'Cooper.
A.
In
his
Will A. Palmer, U. S Commissioner.
C. C. Ilstaty.
M.
NF..V,
3000, total 32000 head. A4 that
office, near Itedlantt. N, M, on NK!
Register.
on
M.
M.
B.
N.
Twp,
P.
6 Hi J.nntfe ii
Soc. In.
ntiiriy half the buyers went
AmftisiJo, tDiil.
CONTEST.
OF
OTICF.
witliou' any cattle.
home
Cluininnt r.ame3 PS v.'ItnnsRes:
n:nfi
c;i:M
Henry lloteler, Joseph M MuSaha'. thc.'ie
10 to 25 higher today,
Department cf the- Interior, lT. S
uf Allle,
John. II. Colder, Coo:ne A
tie and feeders 25 highstcck
eel
1H.V
Land Ofiice al Rosvrell. N. M Jfil.v 08.
Colder, theae of Prdland, N. M.
T C. Tit.i.'iT.iLiN, T'eyUter.
JH Ai"
To Hairy C. llcVore of lllklns, N. M. I'on er, or 50 cents to a dollar above
testce:
25 to 50
You are hereby notiticd thnt fttther L. 'ooi last Monday, calves
notick ion rcisMcnio.
ojnr,3.i
er, who irlvcs l''ll;ii)S N. M. as his li'.Nt office higher.
steers sold today
Prime
ofllce
Departmect of the Interior, U. ii adJiess, did on June 7, PHI liie In thiscontest
it $3 85, almost r.j to the high
his duly oorr iiioralivt application to
r.nt.d office at Koawell. N, M, Ju'yll, 1tl3,
your
h ome time.
of
cnncellatloii.
Hie
niid'seemc
f;ilK.
Notice Is heieby iiven tbat Monroe
made March
moro, of Rodland. N. M wii.i, o:l Oct. C). btbi stead entry Serial No.
'H0. for h'.i. Fee. ;n. Twp. 1 S.. rrr 27 r
made H.
tier. No. lS:.8. for I.otf.
August 15 In His'ory.
and as i; rounds for hifi
N. M. P.
0 S.
i
Se. 1: and j N'i. Sj.V, '..
t lat lliiny O. l).:Vore haf
cohti-tibe
M.
Ni
K.,
'. vlciidiai, lias tiled v
Itlirlue
1804 Work begun on the first
holly abandoned raid Hi'i't of land, and hns'
notice of Intenibm Id tnnlie ilnec .vnar Proof no
ii) or colllaiel .nr.v pari
"up
lie road through Georgia and
iul.
In
ata,
ml
ve
Cliii:n
tie
to establish
the

OSei--

Panhandle Steam

SPECIAL OFFER:
A trial
Uaitmakd kalM
filal,custumer.
yuu our paruuiuvut

0217115

Department of the Interior,

Cigaretts and DogJ Barred.
clas-set-

Xotiro for ritL!Ie:itIon.

Jlotico for I'uhtii'sitiun.

1

m

Iluiiy l'ti ii clot li, llnrry W'. Knircloi h, Wllllnm
W. l'ro:t('i:t. Ceuik(' ('. C'( r iii till of Klklni",
T. C. Tir.l.f)Tf40N,
N. M.
J Is
neslHtor.

W.i'titth VV: ilinfl.en, Juiin'S K. Mci'iile,
ViPfci N: M. Villie II. fryer,
IhCie ot Vhllt-Kilwarrt C. MoCoivn. those of li,!il! .1. r,ii1i(,
T. '. Tlilntson.
N. M.

;

gidUnd.

Claimant naineii ns witnesses:

yH-Si-

y Laundry, of Amarlllo, Texaa
NS 13
S Phon.

Y

1"!.',

Tlio man who is compelled lo
in his
sitiou in on weak
ox

.

Notlee is hereby uiren that Cbfton C.
of Allle. N. M Uuttrdinn if Nancy J5.
Delivers insiine, who, on Jnn )l) I9U. mude
II. K. Serirtl No. 0213 W, for li'S SWM. KH
S7, Tcwrhip 6 f. Ilnnt'e 117 I'.,
HWW Sei
N. M, P. Meridian, has Hied police of Intention to mnke lliroe-yento establish
claim to the land above described, before
Will A. Palmer, U. S. Commissioner. In his
office nenr Retllnr.fl, N. l. on N15U NKki
Sec. 10. Twp. 6 x.( ttlWjte t K Ni M. Pi M.

and we want to boar from ev
cry business man wtto wishes
tbat be knew BUSINESS LAW

HP
MP

(ti3M

Department of the Interior, U. S.
T.nnd Otlioe at Uosnrell. N. M. July
1I3. '

BE A LAVJYER
Write today ad

l.

Itek'.ster.

Deiinrtment of the Interloh U. S. I.ond
offlc m port Bumner. N. M. July t,, iftil
ttotlue Ik Hnrehy ttlven Out Jilaort H Onndy.

Northwest.

ffure, Jresli 2rugs & "Chemicals.
kinds latent S&edkines
iSteek
edies, tftathnerti. Siubbor "Seeds

H:injre
R. N M. P. Mrldiun.
noli e of intention to miike tl uee yenr Proof
to establish cbiim to the lani nborc dencrit'ed
before J. V. I'tirroM, I'. S. t'omml.sioiter, in
in oftlfe nt Kllrlns, N. M. on Au'f.isl S.t. I'UM.

th-e-

enntt. N, M. on Alljrtist

bus lileil

H.

X- -'

Low o n
a y secondclass
Colonist Fanes will be in effect hl
at approximately $30.00 for the
fall season to California and the

$hc Pieiinn Sbrugsterx.

.1

liej-eti-

The clouds nevei get so dark
that tha su;i will force it
w;iy thro i j;h bye and bye.
hut,

.

NOTICE

e- - v

and ffrcp,

Department of the Interior, U. S.
f.ir.d Oilicent Knswcll, N. M. ill v 1J, HH:i,
'gilcc N bfrc'tiv uiven tbiit JnnteN A. Slecle,
Mm.v SI. Vn. nmde
of K.IIdns, N. Iif. MliiiM-II.
Twp
Ser. N;. tilsin. f,,r NW'-f- . Std.

f.nnd Omcc nt Roswell. N. M. July 12, 1013.
B.
Notice Is hereby tflven thnt John K. Cnrroll,
Department of llin thfei-ioP- ,
of i;il(ir,s, S. K. who, on April 2P, lull, nmde
Ulnnchnrd, of JenUlns, N. M. who. on May 11, I.nnd OITIee nt Rtmrfcll, N. M. July II, l')!3.
Notice is hereby piren thnt Miirihn 1. AcUl'l. II K. Seiinl Mo. cZUlS, fir NKU See.
1010, mndo 11. E. Ser. No. OiSirn. for EH Seo.
Sinlthee, of New IIop". N. M. who, on Oct. 15, Twp. 7 S. liiinno 3S ;., N. M. P. HcrMnn,
14 T li. II S. t!inire 31, 15., N. M. P. Meil;llnn,
mitrte II. K. Scrinl No. (WfjTH, for hns lilod notice of Intention to nmbe three
Ims fllod notice of Intention to mnlte three 2,
fre, 5:1, TownnhlpO S.. l'tmue ."."
N. .enr Pro .f, to eynblish clnirn to tlie innd
yenr Proof, to eMnlillNh clnltn in the hmd
nbcivo deRcHked, hcfor! l)nn!. gnviiio, V, Mi V. MerM'.uni l)n IMfrt no'.lcDof Intention ul)vo del :iibe:l, .before. Pan I'. Snvniro. V.
S, CommlxitloiKr, In liEs offlig nl Kenrin. N. to iiiiiUci llired yolif 1'i'i'of, to caiiiblKi clnbn S. Cormnissioner. In bis ofiice nt lvenr.u. N.
t
IH. nun.
to the lnn.1 ttbove
M. on !rp't. 3, 1WR.
before 0. P.. Jl. on A
H, ('(immisinTier, in bii olTie tl
tj.
Clniumiit
Mimes ns witnesses:
Toombs,
namns
ns
witnesses:
Claimant
Wliibiml). Smith, Culver ll Mnriim n, Imis
Wlllinm T. l)Brne?i KrtP3t I'tirtlitb, I'.en New'Iliiptfi rOt.nn Aif'Ust In, IDT3.
N. Toil.l. t:i:;;t!cs M- 1 nil. nil ht Kiklnut N. M.
Claimant-rnnu?tt3 w)tnoi?3os:
Wnrren, John V. bucltftt, MU. of Jnlilr.s,
.1 IH A
T. C, Tillotsoii, lleulsirr
l.
T. C. 1'lt.LoisoN,
N. Mi
J. Htrfiwni JoHcpn
Mwln Ktilimnn,
"
Al Xit
W. Ildllenr. these of New Hope, N. M. Jiimesl
IteKister.

Sri

SliHskian A durgectt

OlfH'J

,

OJ2I79

of the Interior, U. S.
I.nndomoh(.t RonVelU N M.'Jul.V i l')t.1i
Nmlce Is horeliy vtven ihul Willlitm XI.

EXCURSIONS

Dr. H.' L.

orI(K rou i'i umcatiox.

Department of the Inlorior, V. C.
t.fil1 OIli'tMH ll(Sti-t1- N Mi Avw in. I"f,.
iven tiiiu llVniy V..
Xotim' itf
t'own, of Vtiller View. N. M. ho. on Dee.
J
l. 1'Vi'i, nmde II. K. Ser. Mo. SII5i, for
Section .1. Ton nsliiii 7 H., linni.-- 31 K N. M.
P. MerliUnn, hns (lied notice of Intention to
yenr Proof, to ostnhlis!) cluim
mtilte - e
lo Ihr lnnd nhove deci llird, I'furo J)nn 0.
S:iviiiS. ll. S. I'onlihlH ildrtCr, In Ut olllco ill

Department

KENNA,

MEXICO.

0H---

N. M. J my it.
. Notice I hl'roll.V iriVen Unit Hymn F. Knlirht
Of
K M., who.on kcli.il. IH, nmde
If. B. Serlnl No. 02i::i. tor SVv: M!i S
4,
W.i SB' j. Sec. 9. Twp. 6 S., Rane :li K. N. M.
P. Meridian, has died notice of intention to
make three-- ; ear Proof, to establish olnlm to
the land above described, before Don t Snv,
litre. Tt. S. Comnllsllnner. In htf office hi Kelinli
N. M , on September 4, 1013.
Claimant names ri8 witnesses:
Lcm Cnsby. flnliert C: Cosby.
illib A.Fryi
John A.tlttifliohsi allot Ketihhi U. M.
Al'Am
1. c. Tlllotson, Heilster.
Land offle

NEW

Notice for f'uhlirntloii.

'

'

KENNA,

RECORD,

thereof for morr!
Yon n.e.
lla sai

s

l

H

an

ore yri
fort'ur

will

!

JaM

pnst.

n.ni.icil that
'taken- by tlii

i.n
ii. m
I'Mct conii'-.-i'-- d
ntr. wl'l he cllii. e' d iiieietinilci
n iil, '.lit m in- fin tber riii'tl to !" lii'itrd lliew
.ii. iM.bcr before tliis cfl'lce or on nppcil!, II
you f.isl lo tile in this ni7i.ro within twenty
!
Ill (iiibli.'ation of Ibis
dais utter lli.r
no, b e. as shown be'.ow. your onsufcr. under
and resMndluir to
oaib, si'criliciilly
thc:-- e
alliritaHi rs of cnntcsl, or if you full
will. in that time lo r.Ie In this office due
proof that vou have served a copy of your
answer on the said contestant either In
person or by registered mail. If Ibis service
Is made by the de'lverv rf a copy of your
answer to t r; cool eslaiit in pt'ison. iiroof
of such service must be either I lie said
contestant's written ueUnowledutiienl of his
ci, 'bit of ilio copy, tfiowiiur t!ic date of
lis receipt, or the afTUInUi of the person by
whom the dcllveiy was, made stntinK when
and whete the copy was dcllvcordi If made
proof of such service
liy repislcred liiail
lur.st consisl of the affidavit of the person
by whom the copy was mailed atatinir when
and the pint office to which it wns mulled,
by
and this ullidavil must be nocmnpnined
n f, !ni

!r,;--

v

,;-- :

iViiiit'see
1SKJ

(Jrent file at

Constanti-i"pV-

fV24

Lafayette on

.1

.

I

the postmaster's receipt for the letter.
You sbou.d state in your answer the name
of the post of litre lo m bich you desire future
notices to be sent to yi.u.
T, '. Tillotson, Register.
Auit. I. I'il3
Date (if lirst publicmion
"
H. 1113,
Am,'" second
"
"
Am;. 1.1. I'M A
third
"
" " fourth
Aui. . l'M3
NOTICK FOU ITItLICATION.
-

Department of the Interior,

U. S.
1'13.
iltlli'sweil. N. M. Al'U.
Notice is herehyatven Unit James B. Stiirall.
of Richland. N. M. w ho. on Feb. 27, 1U3. made
See Al, TownII. ft. Ser. No. OiiOls. for
I. iir.d

C

lVico

ship n S. Hiutire jr. E.. N. M. P.

Meridian,

has bled notice of Intenlli.n to make tinea
year Proof, to est ablish claim to the bind
above described, beforo C. ft Toombs. lT.
S. Ooumilysloner, in hi ofiice nt Richland,
N. M, on Sept. 13. PH3.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Slios F. lleeman, Michael S. lllaokhurn, John
W. StliiiM, Charles Peek, all ofRtohlnnd,
T, (', Tn.riTsiisf.
N. M.
A8-S-

Retrlsler.

vinit lo

the United States, lands.
Ordinance passed to expel the colored population from
the limilsof the city of Cincinnati.
1854 The fete of Napoleo:i
celebrated in Paris, but Napoleon lii and his court were not
'
present.
1SG4 The first railway postal
car run in the United States left
Chicago for Clinton, la., over
the Chicago and Northwestern.
Holland, Belgium and
. 1874
Italy followed the lead of other
powers in recognizing the Spanish republic.
1!)03
Bulgaria sent a memorandum to the powers detailing
outrages committed by Turkey
in Macedonia.
1900 United States Al ray and
militia maneuvers in Massachusetts operated for capture and
efr!i!se of Boston.
LS-2- 0

11)10 Sixth international Esperanto Congress began at
Washington, L. C.
1911 Windstorm at Charles,
ton, S. C, destroyed a million
dollars in property.
)

HIE

RECORD,

-

V

Most of us are
these accusations.
Mr. 'William A. Hadford will answer
questions and Rive advice FREE OF acquainted with farmers who are very
COST on all subjects pertaining to the quick to Invest In the best machinsubject of building, for the readers of this
paper. On account of his wide experience ery, and plenty of it, for the purpose
Is Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he of relieving their own end of the
Is, without doubt, tho highest authority work, but who are very niggardly in
n alt these subjects. Address all Inquiries
helps and conto William A. hadford. No. 17S West providing household
tackson boulevard. Chicago, 111., and only veniences. It Is all right, of course,
to pay a great deal of attention to
stamp for reply.
nodosa
nt

house,
An eight-room- ,
full
with a splendid cellar and a good c,
Is what every large family needs,
there are a great many different
styles of
houses. Eight
rooms seem to be about the size required by business men In the smaller towns and country places.
A great many farmers are now
building new houses. Farmers have
tiefen prosperous of late, and they are
using considerable money In building.
This house is about as large as
necessary on the average farm. . It Is
about as large as a furnace will heat
economically, being 35 feet In width
by 49 in length, exclusive of porches.
The stairway to the attic Is closed so
that no heat is wasted In that direc
furnace Is the best
tion. A hot-ai- r
means of heating up a house of this
size. Anything larger "should have
hot water or steam. There Is a
great advantage In hot air, from the
ventilation;
fact that It furnishes
most houses in the country are shy
on ventilation.
Members of farmers' families In
nome rural districts are more subject to long diseases and pulmonary
troubles than the Inhabitants of towns
or citieB. -- Physicians in country places
eay harsh things about some farmers,
claiming that the prevalence of
sumption in rural districts Is due to
living In houses without proper ventilation and heating; also that the ex- two-stor-

HAVE
NEGLIGEE GARMENT
ELABORATE GARNISHMENT.

y

Lace plays as great a part In negligee wear as It doea In all other types
of feminine drees. Usually the elaborate lace trimming Is what strikes
the eye first in modern peignoir or
room sack, and details of foundation
material, ribbons, little silk and chiffon flowers and other trimming fallals
make themselves evident afterward.
Though crepe de chine and shadow
of
lace, with suitable garnishment
rosebuds, form the most aristocratic
type of sacque or full length negligee,
there are pleasing models of much
leas expensive character for the average woman's midsummer wear, such

d
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curled .at
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MAY
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Not Necessary to Send Plumas to Pro
fessional Cleaners When They
Become Bedraggled.

FRIEND'S ADVICE

Tho present fashionable ostrich
feather, although it Is not so tightly
curled as the old fashioned plume,
looks even more bedraggled and for
lorn when it is out of curl than tho
old one did.
Yet fogs and mists or
rains are as frequent as ever, and ostrich feathers are now worn at all
times of the day and night, regardless
of the weather. Plumetls feathers
were put forward to fill the role of a
feather which moisture would not
change, but they do not take the place
of tho regulation ostrich feather.
There is only one thing to do if
you wear ostrich feathers, and that is
to lean! how to curl them. It is as
good as Impossible to send a feather
to the professional ' cleaner to be
curled every tlmo there is a summer
"
shower. When the moist hat with feather
trimming is removed put it. If possible, near a fire. Heat often restores
a good deal of the lost curl. Vhen
this is not possible let tho feather
dry thoroughly and then recurl it with
a nail file, the blunt edge ot a knife
or aome other steel or sliver blade
which is not sharp.
Work with one or two of the fronds
of the feather at a, time. Catch them
between tho thumb and the blade near
the stem of the feather and slowly
and firmly draw the thumb and tho
blade along tho fronds to tho edge.
If neces: ary go over some of the feath
ers twice.
It Is surprising how rapidly this
curling can be done; and if it is care
fully done after a little practice the
feather will look quite as well as if
It had been curled by a professional
.

at-ll-

eight-roome-

MEXICO.

Laoe In Profusion It the Distinguish
In g Mark Combinations of All
Sort Allowed In Apparal for
Boudoir Wear.

1

twt)-ce-

NEW

THE IDLE HOURS

FOR

p

KENNA,

VCOvC

Second Floor Plan.
the comfort of the farm stock; th.it
is humane, and It Is profitable; but
the family Is worth more than the
The Srst consideration
animals.
should be bestowed on the house, and
the barns should be a close second.
The back stair In this house reaches
from the cellar to the attlo, one flight
over another all the way up an arrangement that Is convenient and

And Found Health in Lydia
E. Pinkh&m's Vegetable
Compound.
Wlndotn. Kansas. "I had a displace- - '
toent which caused bladder trouble and
I was so miserable
I didn't know what
to do.
I suffered
from bearing down
pains, my eyes hart
me, I was nervous,
j
"
dizzy tuxi irregular
and had female
weakness. I spent
money on doctors
but got worse all
the time.
'A Mend told mo
about the Pinkham remedies and I took
Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound and was cured. I cannot praise
your remedies enough for I know I never
well If I had not taken-It- ."
wou'id have
Miss Mart A. Horner, Route
No, 2, Box 41, Wlndom, Kansas. .

if

h

bn

Consider Well This Advioe.

No woman Buffering from any form
of fema'e troubles should lose hope until she has given Lydia E. Pinkham'a
Vegetable Compound a fair triaL
This famous remedy, the medicinal Ingredients of which are derived from
native roots and herbs, has for nearly
forty years proved to be a most valuable tonic and Invigorator of the fe
male organism. Women everywhere
bear willing testimony to the wonderful
virtue of Lydia C Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound.
FROM SCRAPS OF CRETONNE
If vnn want snMtal advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confletter will
Many Pretty and Serviceable Articles idential) Lynn, Mass. Tonr
be opened, reaa ana answerea oy m
May Bo Made In tho Odd MoWoman and held in strict confidence.
ments of Leisure.
TS Ml
DAISY FLY KILLER InM
After hoarding up scraps of ere
or.
m
11m. Kat,
I
Willi
sBTwlmL
nmtel,
draperies
and
tonne left from window
1
ohMP.
all
furniture covers, a clever woman
ii,i. Made
metal, eaatiptllartls
emptied her patch bag ono day and
will Dot soil
onri
iBjaraarthlss.
from the oddly shaped pieces of creSaMlTe.
OoMuNMd
tonne made many pretty articles.
All daalaraortMBt
for
pid
French
large roll of
imwBraoklrs. a. X.
cretonne furnished material enough to SA10LD SOMiat, Its PKu An.,
cover a hat box.
pAbUtR'd
To successfully accomplish this,
HAIR BALSAM
cut a band long enough to encircle
A tol let prcpamtloa of aMrll
lpa to r&dtomt OMdxuC
the box and wide enough to cover the
For RMtsriaa Color aad
turnsides, with allowance made for
Baautr to Cray or Faded Hah,
Mc and ll.aoal
ing In at the top and. bottom.
With bookbinders' paste Join the
Safe Bet.
ends at ono corner. Slash the edges
Rooney (reading) Every tlmo tue
pasta
neatly
and
they
turn
will
so that
is 1400
clock strikes Rockefeller
in place. Cover the lid in tho same richer.
manner, and to properly finish the box
Mulhane Ol'll bet tin clnta ho
line with cretonne or plain material, niter fergtts to wind It! Puck.
pasting the aides, bottom and top
smoothly to tho pasteboard founda
atra.Wlnalow'a Soothlne Brrap for Chlldraa
tion. This makes a lovely - box In Uothlng, softanstbe gams, raducas InBaaunar
which to keep your best hat and is Uou,aUays paln.eilraa wind eollo JfwJ a bottlajkft
ono which need not be concealed from
Taking the Church to Men.
view.
The man who does not go to church
may now And the cnurcn coming
him. Dr. C. S. Wood of Rosella, N. J,
AFTERNOON GOWN
has conceived the novel plan of having the entire church service muslo.
oermon and all recorded by a phonograph. He will havo this record dupli
cated and ..devote himself to getting
to accept tho duplicates as a gift He hopes in this way
to reach both those who cannot and
those who will not go to church.
rose-sprigg-
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tra burden thrown upon females

c

by

want of conveniences for doing housework is a contributing factor. They
name farmers who are very careful
of their horses and cattle, but very
neglectful of wife and daughters.
They are even hold enough to say
that the first care wlths. such men
seems to be to provide good feed,
shelter, and good stables for the
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economical ot room. The cellar it
big enough to partition off a storage
room tor fruits and vegetables In dif
ferent compartments.
House drains should connect with a
septic tank. A farm house septlo
tank, when properly constructed, la
just as good as a city sewer, and it is
no more trouble. What is known as
the septic system of sewage disposal
was tried out theoretically, sclentiflcal
ly, and practically in England years
ago.
It consists of two tanks the
as possible.
first as nearly
The liquid from this is siphoned into
the second tank automatically when
It fills up to a certain point. Two
kinds of bacteria are known to work
In the two tanks. The kind In the
first tank require but little air; the
kind in the second tank do better
work when no light but plenty of air
Is admitted.
These bacteria destroy
the solids In the sewage. A peculiar
feature about this system is the fact
that the solids, even greases, are re
duced to a harmless deposit in the
form of scum on the top of the wa
ter, with a precipitate in the bot
tom; and the amount of scum and
precipitate doea not increase but re
mains the same month after month
It Is not definitely known what becomes of the additional amount added
each year. It disappears as if by
air-tig-

--

T
Xf

stock, and the old house must wait
until everything else 1b attended to
In the meantime the women folks
are obliged to work in a drafty
kitchen, and to sleep in bedrooms that
are not heated. The result Is that
they spend the night In close rooms
vith the windows shut In order to
keep warm.
Eome of these physicians claim that
there would be no difficulty in keep-ln- a
the girls and boys on farms if
they had houses that were fit to live
in. There probably is some truth in

Full Length Negligee.
as la shown in the illustration, dotted
swlss Is eomblned with lace or with
very lino machine embroidery in hand
effects. Dotted batiste and plaited
not. flowered crepe with net frills and
similar summer combinations that ono
sees in tho season's wear and as these
lovely little affairs are surprisingly
little-priceno woman need go away
for a week-envisit without a fresh
and becoming garment In her suit
case for Idle gossip.
Full length negligees are almost In
variably draped, for drapery Just now
seems to bo an obsession with femi
ninity.
Even tho humble kimono of ordinary
cotton crepe is likely to be caught up
at tho knee under a rosette ot ribbon
to convey a suggestion of clinging
drapery, and as for the expensive models of chiffon, crepe do chlno and lace,
clinging .is surely the word for their
exquisite linos of grace, produced by
artful but seemingly artless drapery.
Now French negligees of allover lace
are bung over white, chiffon foundations having upper sections of flesh
colored tulle so that tho fashionable
shoulders is
effect ot semi-nud- e
achieved without any real Immodesty
whatever. French negligees also are
of fine net embroidered with chenille
flowers In pale mauve, rase or lilac.
Ribbons have a larger place on neglitho case In
ge wear than haa
several seasons, thoagh In most Instances wide, soft bows are also made
with this twlsted-u- p ribbon. The sash
Is of course a featuro of negligee wear.
Just as It is of all costumes, this sea
son, and many little sacquea of soft
fabric have weighted girdles wnicn
knot at tho front or at ono side ot tho
front and hang below the edge ot the
aequo to tho knee.
MARY PEAN.

u

...

sons-in-la-
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One of the first things a young man
should learn is to take a hint.

bn

Bleach for Waists.
When perspiration has left a yellow
mark cover tho blemish with peroxide
of hydrogen, leave until dry. then
cover with ammonia and wash. Am
magic. .
monia water can bo used to wash
The septlo tank system is not woolen waists on parts where per
necessarily expensive. Two ronnd spiration has left marks. The am
holes in the ground six feet in diam- monia will clean tho material without
eter each, and six feet deep, are injury to the fabric, and also destroy
sufficient to take care of the aewafe all odor. Often a mark in fine mate
from a large house. These under
rial may be removed in tho following
ground tanks may bo made of cement, manner: In a saucer or pan place a
and should be connected with a si lighted match and cover with sulphur.
phon at least three Inches in diam- When it begins to burn cover with a
eter. This siphon is a simple affair, funnel to hold In tho fumes. Hold the
and may consist of a
pipe, dampened material over the end ot the
the outlet of which, should be three funnel, and In most cases it will bleach
or four Inches lower than the Inlet tho spot Work by an open, window
The liquid discharge from the sec
where there is a strong draft, in order
ond tank is clear, colorless, apd sj
to avoid inhaling any of tho fumes..
most purvrwatei.

Bad and Worse.
Mack I havo three daughters Ok
my hands.
Wyld That's nothing. I havo tnroo
on mine. Judge.
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Hickorr SmUI

nailir.

and wttn a cboica Savor lhat yoa will
Viaua SauMsr-- to
"ahl br R-- d Ho m ta
am cold. Try tha anrad lik Sum
ir
braad ia lUa dicai, spread with maud bauataad
noma oniam. Cut a LibbrWianaa Savwaaia Was.
laotthwaa, lay an biaad. Plata oa top ol lha amass

da

alawthioiaoatoiUbbr'aMidsHPicUai.
whhooW dwa ot biaad.

ptai Uahdy

Caaat

fciaalnal,
ajMajra.

amasamonad with BanUr

Ubby, McNeill

Model ot white cluny lace over chif
fon, with draped skirt Trimming ol
black mallne and sash of same ma
terial.
811k Stocking Hint.
Tou can prolong tbo wearing quab
ties of silk stockings to a much great
er extent by sewing a piece of soft
silk on the inside ot both toe and heol
Japanese wash silk is good. Darn It
in around the edge. Also sew a piece
of the silk at tho top where the gar
tors fasten.
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GOPjlSULZER
NEW YORK ASSEMBLY

VOTES TO

TRY CHIEF EXECUTIVE

OF

THE STATE.
HELD ST0RMYK1GHT SESSION
Charges Are Speculating With
Funds and High Crimes and
Misdemeanors Speculated on
Stock Market and Urged
Legislation Against' it
At Same Time.

Cam-palg-

n

Albany, N. Y. Aug. 12 The report of
the' Frawley legislative - committee
charging Governor Sulzer with bavins
diverted campaign funds to his own
private use was adopted by the legislature today and a resolution to Impeach him for "willful and corrupt conduct In office and for high crime and
misdemeanors," was offered In the assembly by Majority Leader Levey.
The conclusions of the Frawley committee, embodied in its report to the
legislature, are that Governor Sulzer
falsified undnr oath on' his campaign
contribution account, diverted some of
theeg contributions to the purchase of
stock, speculated in stock at the time
that, as governor, he was .earnestly

KENNA,

RECORD,

Such Ingratitude!
So Mudge Is getting bet

Brtggs Yes, he will soon be all
right now. But, talking about sella,
you know we had nearly $109 raised
to put up a nice monument for blm,
as no one thought he could recover.
And now be comes round and wants
to borrow It to help pay his doctor's
bill. What do you think of that?
Stray Stories..
Trait of the Town.
"Queer case, this. Man Is sane In
Virginia; Insane in. New York. Odd,
eh?"
"Oh, I don't know. I'm always a
little ' bit dippy when I'm in New
York."
PSaSBBBBS

Everything 0. K.
1 With your appetite your
digestive organs your
a liver your bowels.
If not, you should
try a short
course
of

it
helps Nature
overcome such ills
as Flatulency, Indigestion, Constipation, Biliousness, Cramps and Malarial
Fever. Get a bottle today.

CLEVER
Simple

NEW

POSTCARD

MEXICO.

Here's Walter Johnson

CIPHER

Construction, but Will Foil
All Efforts of Uninitiated to
Read the Message.
In

Postal cards would undoubtedly be
greater demand than they
are for purposes of correspondence
but for the fact that the messages
they convey are open to all through
whose hands they may pass. Yet this
objection Is easily overcome. There
are some beautifully simple ciphers
that are almost impossible for anyone
not In the secret to read. Only by
Luck, for instance, can even tbe expert find the key to a short message
written in tbe ."trellis" or "grill" cipher. It Is extremely simple and
thousands of people use It to baffle
folks who take aa Interest In the contents of postcards. To use It, all you
have to do is to cut a' few oblong
holes In a blank postcard, place It
over the postcard you mean to write
on, and write your message in the
holes. Then take the upper card off
and write, some natural reading sentence's round tbe cipher words. Any
inquisitive person reading the card
when it reaches your correspondent's
house will find a message of no interest whatever. Only your correspondent himself, or herself, can read the
eal message, and that by placing on
the card a blank card cut out exactly the same way as your own.

Xfaahington "Nationals " (Ameri- League)
one of the speediest pitchers
can
of either of the big league

in much

Drink
IB
filets am.
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ITCHING

v.

TERRIBLE

ON

LIMB

R. F. D. No. 3, Clarkfleld, Minn.
"My trouble was of long standing. It

....

started with some small red and yellow spots about the size of a pin head
on my leg and every morning there

was a dry scale on top covering the
,.T.
part and when those scaleB
affected
Gov, Wni, A. Sulzer.
were falling off the itching was more
pressing legislation against the New than I could stand at times. The first
York Stock exchange, punished legis year I did not mind it so much as It
lators who opposed him by vetoing was only itching very badly at times,
their bills, traded executive approval but the second year It advanced all
of bills for support of his direct pri around my leg and the Itching was
mary measure, and did everything In terrible. I had to be very careful to
his power to conceal proof and ob have my clothing around the affected
struct the Frawley committee's efforts part very loose. At night time I often
happened to scratch the sore In my
to bring It to light.
"We submit to the senate and as- sleep. Then I had to stand up, get out
sembly," the report recites, "that the of bed. and walk the floor till the spell
facts stated are sufficiently serious in was over.
"I bought lots of salves and tried
character and are so violative of the many
kinds of medicine but
laws of the state and the rules of fit withoutdifferent
any success. I got a cake of
ness for and conduct in high office
Soap and a fifty-cen- t
box of
that the public Interests demand some Cuticura
I had
Cutlcura
and
Ointment
when
action thereto, whether through the used them I was nearly over the itchexercise of powers of the legislature, ing. But I kept on with the Cutlcura
or by referring facts and evidence to Soap for six weeks and the cure was
other duly constituted officers charged complete." (Signed) S. O. Gorden,
with duties in respect thereof."
Nov. 20, 1912.
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
A
COLLEGE.
SHERIFF SELLS
throughout the world. Sample of each
Oklahoma Baptist Institution at Black, free, with 32-- Skin Book. Address postcard "Cutlcura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv.
well Bought by Mortgagor.
Blackwell, Okla.,.Aug. 12. The Ok
No Rest This 8lde the Grave.
lahoma State Baptist college was sold
Ascum Do you remember the night
Monday by the sheriff to satisfy a
mortgage held by the State Life la I bad to take you home from the club
'
urance company of St. Louis, Mo. The In a cab and
Nagget
Yea, indeed.
claim amounted to $18,000 which
Ascum I. don't suppose you have
amount was bid successfully by the
the last of it yet?
company's attorney.
There were no heard
Nagget No, my wife's still living.
con.
property
involved
The
other bids.
Stray Stories.
sists of the main college building and
fifteen acres of ground, valued at $100,.
Boston Joke. .
000. The citizens of Blackwell have
What
Wife (with newspaper)
from time to time donated more than next! Here's a woman mate of a ship.
940,000 to the institution.
Fancy a woman sailor 1
The lack of support by the Baptist
Hub That's nothing new. Wasn't
people of the state Is given as the di Lot's wife a female salt?
rect cause of the loss of the college.
The people of Blackwell think they
Shortcoming.
have done their part to support the
"There la. one Inconsistency about
thouover"
eighty
are
There
school.
the unwritten law."
sand Baptists In the state.
"What Is thatr
The Masonic Grand Lodge of the
"It Is not practiced by payless lawstate has had a committee looking yers." Baltimore American.
over the property and it Is the general
belief that when the Masonic home Is
Before burning your bridges behind
relocated it will be upon the college you be sure they are fully insured.
site. Tbe loss of a number of buildings
at the Masonic home at Darlington has
resulted in decision of the board or
control of the grand lodge to select a
new location. This matter will be de
termined in the near future.
Tbe Blackwell Commercial club and
city council are offering low rates on
If tour ! fluttering or
Water and electricity to the committee,
.
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Cola didn't pive him them; but he tnys
it's the one best beverage for the athlete In
training
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The Successful Thirst - Quencher
For Ball Player
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Serving on English Juries Some
turies Ago Had Many and
Varied Disadvantages.

Cen-

Not always enviable was the lot of
the old time Juryman. For there was
always the prospect of trouble if the
verdict did not gratify the higher powSelfish Fishermen.
ers. Thus the failure of a jury to conIn V.'eedon Grossmith's reminis- vict Sir Nicholas Throckmorton made
cences "From Studio to Stage" he de- Queen Mary "11. for three days," and
votes a whole chapter to fishing sto- she came out of ber sickcliamber to
ries, and tells of his friend. Heather fine the disobliging Jury (meanwhile
Biff, who annoyed him frequently by confined in prison) the sum of $10,000
asking him for a match while angling a head. Elizabeth followed the same
during intensely cold weather. To plan, and the practice of fining Engsupply the request meant puiling In lish juries did not cease, until 167U,
his line, unfastening lis mackintosh, when a fine inflicted by the notorious
then the overcoat and finally the un- Jeffreys was rescinded on appeal.
In some old time "courts of quarter
dercoat. But then who can grudge
so small a thing as a match? Gros-smit- sessions" the injunction to lay their
writes:
"The second day we headB together had to be carried out
fished it was positively colder. Heath- by Jurymen in literal fashion. When
er Biff's pipe had gone out as usual. they began to consider the verdict
'Weedon, got a match?' It suddenly they were supposed to dive beneath
occurred to me he must have brought the level of the Jury box and remain
matches with him or bow did be light In that cramped position until a deci- his pipe so I answered, 'No!'
rslon was reached.
" 'What a nuisance!' he replied, and
Meanwhile, the court usher stood
drew In his line, undid his mackin near the box armed with a long wand
tosh, then the overcoat and undercoat, of willow. If any Juryman ventured to
and, at last, took out a box of matches. emerge above tbe surface before the
'Why,' I said, 'you've got your matches' twelve minds were agreed, down came
with you.' Tea,' he replied. 'But I the wand on the head of the offender.
dldnt want to catch cold getting
them.'
Right and Left.
"Anglers not only become liars, but
Pat, who was
was being
they become utterly selfish, but never sworn in as a witness in the west
fools, as Dr. Johnson dubs them. I side court of Denver, Colo.
have come across anglers who are
"Hold up your r!ght hand," said the
cads, snobs, liars, knaves, and even Judge.
.
Up went Pat's left hand.
.thieves, but never fools!"
"Hold up your right hand," comThe Way to Do It.
manded the judge, sternly,
According to an authority on the
"Sure, and I am, yer honor," desubject this is the proper way to treat clared Pat. "Me right hand's on me
"Him:"
side." Woman's Home ComWhen you marry him, love him.
panion.
After you marry him, study him.
If he Is honestt honor him.
Fitting Recognition.
If he Is generous, appreciate him.
In view of tbe fact that the mining
When he is sad, cheer him.
Industry has contributed more than
When he is cross, amuse him.
$40,000,000,000 to the wen lth of the
When he is talkative, listen to him. United States during the last quarter
When he' Is quarrelsome, ignore of a century, It Is not surprising that
him.
it is planned to make an impressive
If he Is slothful, spur htm.
dlsplay'of this industry at the Panama-PIf he is noble, praise him.
acific
International exposition, to
If he is confidential, encourage blm. be held at San Francisco In 1915.
Is
secretive, trust him.
If he
If he is jealous, cure him.
Misconstrued.
If he cares naught for pleasure,
An American motoring through a
coax him.
small Scotch town was pulled up for
If be favors society, accompany him. excessive speed.
you
a favor, thank him.
If he does
"Didn't you see that notice 'Dead
When he deserves it, kiss him.
Slow?' " inquired the policeman.
Let him think how well you under"Course I did," returned the Yanstand him, but never let him know kee, "but I thought It referred to your
that you "manage" him.
durned little town!" London Evening Standard.
Power to Be Developed.
The wise arid wholesome restraints
Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle cf
of parental love, of family ties, of a
CA&TORIA,
a safe and sure remedy for
good government, of public opinion,
and even of social observances, are infants and children, and see that it
the best possible preparations for that
which is the rock on Signature of
In Use For Over 30 Years.
which all true liberty Is built.
No slavery la so abject and humiliatChildren Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
ing as that which chains us in servile
obedience to our own appetites and
Spiteful Elaboration.
passions, and no power on earth can
Tom Will tells me that Miss Sipps
free us from such bonds except the has a complexion of peaches and
power of
This power, cream.
like all others. Is developed by conNell So she has yellow peaches
tinual exercise, and he who resists or and sour cream.
condemns all external restraints shuts
himself out from this development.
Sociable Shave.
Hubbubs Don't you miss a barber
Did He Get Her?
out in the country?
Subbubs Oh, no; I talk to myself
Her Father (sternly) Young man,
can you support my daughter In the all the time I am shaving. Philadelphia Record.
style she's been accustomed to?"
Lover I can, but I'd be ashamed
to. Life.
That girl who admitted she was
twenty-fivin 1900 must be nearly
thirty by this time.
Her Weapon of Offense.
cut you yesterday?"
"So Miss-Jone- s
Men, like watches, are valued by
"Yes, She did it with her hatchet
thefr works.
face."
h

Fish Not Wanted.
"I hear you're going to marry
Archie Blueblood, Diana. Is it true?"
asked one young society woman of
another. "Marry him! I should think not!
What on earth could I do with the
man? He can't ride, he can't play tennis, golf, nor, for that matter, can
he even drive a motorcar!"
"Oh," said the friend, "but he can
swim beautifully, you know!".
"Swim, indeed! Now, I ask you,
would you like a husband you had to
keep in an aquarium?"

fjc--

HELPED

OUT FROM THE BENCH

Lawyer at Least Had the
couragement cf the Judge Up
to a Certain Point.

Young

En-

A young lawyer Ih the hero of this
story. At least, he was young when
the incident occurred. Now his name
is .so prominent in legal circles that
it would bo unkind to leveal it.
He was defending a criminal and, In
doing bo. was making his first appearance in court.
"The unfortunate client for whom It
is my privilege to appear,"' he said,
his tongue and lipa dry and thick;
our honor,
"the unfortunate client;
whom I am defending ahem! ahem!
I will
repeat, your honor, the unfortunate man whom I here represent
I
might Bay, this most miserable
and unfortunate man "
Jusfthen the Jud.se leaned forward
and said, in a soft, encouraging manner;
"You may proceed, fir. So far the
court is with you." Popular Maga-

zine.

j"Now

New Industry.
so many automobiles are

that

passing your house," said the visitor,
"I should think you would ktep your
chickens shut up."
"What!" said the firmer; "and cut
off my greatest Income?"
Its Origin.,,
"I believe the slit skirt was originally Intended for the London arson-ettesi- "

"Why for them?"
"To make a quick cutnway In."
An egotist

i

a man who thinks he

1b

better than

Is

you are.

left-han-
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Vanishes Forever

Prompt Relief Permanent Cure
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS never
faiL Purelvveceta.
me liver.
dinner

dis-

tress cure

indigestion,.
improve the complexion, brighten the eyes.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL

e

,

W. N. U., WICHITA.
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FOR PITCHING

NEW

MEXICO,

BASEBALL

Not Intended for Use In Game, But to
Give Batters Opportunity for
Unlimited Practloe.

iiniiimnii'iiW'w.ww ilipw.,

pitching gun Invented
some years ago by Prof. C. H. Hlnton
of Princeton university Is described,
with illustrations, In the Popular Me
chanics magazine. This gun, resem
bline a cannon In annearanrn. and
hurling a ball by means of gas shot
into its fcreach from an ordinary Re
peating title, was not designed to take
the place of a pitcher in a game, but
to give batters an opportunity for un
limited practice.
This gun was successful,' in that it
would actually throw curves and
throw them accurately, but there waa
one aeiect mat could not be overcome, due to the "human nonntlnn "
The gun never failed to Inspire tear
in tne batter. That the batter would
know Just when the ball waa eomlnc
an "electric Wire was run to tho hat.
ters' box, and by stepping on the plate
the circuit was closed and the blank
cartridge In the rifle fired. The aver
age natter would step on this plate
ana men jumn back about four
letting the ball tro bv. Another draw.
drck was the fact that the hot gases
soon acted on the cover of the balls
and made them as hard as hricks.
An almost Unlimited ranca of anand
was obtained by making the tube connecting the breech of the ran Intn
which, the rifle was discharged, tele
scopic, ine snorter the tube, the
greater the force. Rubber.fannd rim
ing fingers, adjustable to any plane
bdoui tne muzzle caused the ball to
curve, "out" or "In." or "dron." differ
ent sets of fingers giving different de
grees or curve.

IGE RATE IS SUSPENDED

NEW MEXICO

PROPOSED

INCREA8E ALM08T
DOUBLE FORMER PRICE.
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FOR BALL PARK

Entrance to Ebbets Field to Be Illum
inated by Elaborate Fixture
Weighing 400 Pounds.

The entrance to Ebbets field the
home of the Brooklyn hall cluh la tn
oe illuminated by an appropriate elec
tric ngnt fixture which will hang
from the celling in the center of thn
Ed Walsh, White Sox Spltball Artist.
rotunda, says the Popular Electricity.
i He fixture Is supported by heavy
The luckless pair of digits hitched and George Mullln was one of the brass links from
the ceiling and each
on to the century numbers of the mainstays of the hurling corps in ev- ugnt globe,
of which there are six
present year record a Jinx season in ery case. Mullln, Donovan, Summers,
deed for four of the finest that ever Kllllan, Slever, Willet, Winters scatdonned the great game's spangles. tered like autumn leaves. And Mullln
1913!
Baseball history will long re- Is the last to go.
call the hoodo season for the waning
Mullln faltered with Detroit through
four.
these last lean years and early in the
Wagner, Walsh. Lajole. Mullln! present season it as seen
that he,
Names to conjure with in the last de too, was doomed. Detroit asked
waivcade of baseball achievements four ers on him, and Griffith refused to
gigantic figures against the back give
thems Consequently, Mullln went
ground of the game's improvement-vete- ran to Washington,
where It was reported
performers
whose prowess Griff wanted him for his ability in 1912
teemed never dimmed by fleeting to beat Philadelphia and Boston.
But
time! Has 1913 dimmed it indeed?
Mullln would not hold either this year,
In the case of one of the Immortal and now he has gone to
minors.
four at least 1913 has written 'nls Mullln's 1913 history is athereplica
of
that of Big Barney Pelty, whom Griff
by
took
waiver from the Browns last
season.
In Big Ed Walsh the A morgan
league may lose one more of Its treat
stars. Is Walsh weakening? So his
teammates and the scribes who have
watched him say. Teams thajt have
Baseball Electrolier. .
batted against the old Sox WOniiAF HAV
teen,
Is
suspended from the end of a
that his famous spltter does not break
as rast as of yore. And Walsh mat baseball bat The bats are of sheet
be done. Years of the terrific strain brass and are constructed In all deof his fast ball and spitball delivery tails to match the else of the bats
have worn down a once invincible used by the National league. The
globes enclosing tungsten lamps axe
wing.
Walsh has been of little nmiliitnncA of opal glass decorated with seams
to the Sox this year. Considering how and stitches to conform to the apgrandly tne veteran White and young pearance of the standard baseball.
Russell from this league are going, The entire fixture weighs 400 pounds.
Callahan might be pushing Mack hard
were Walsh the old Ed. But he
rounded to slowly during the spring
training, and In his few games was
batted hard. His arm then was found
to be Impaired and he waj given a
Rasping sound Is from a baseball
iopg layoff. Callahan declared the other day that Walsh was romlne hanb magnate who has cornered a star
better than ever, but the skeptical recruit rubbing his hands.
shake their heads.
George Malsel objected so to going to
And yet WaUh, like Mullln, had a
e
league that Baltimore
wonderful year In 1912. And his work the
in the fall city series on which alone decided to give him another chance.
Comlskey grabbed the Chicago chamThey say that unless Joe Jackson
pionship can never be forgotten.
The cases of Lajole and Wagner are gets a hit the first time up be Is virstill too fresh In mind to merit repeti- tually useless with the stick all after
tion. Neither may be done. Each of noon.
these Vikings of the stick is still hlirh
Umpire Bill Klem Is a neat and tidy
in his league's batting and in enough
games to warrant the certainty that person.
He pays close attention to
their stlckwork is unlmoalred. As far the home plate to see it U kept clean
as Lajole Is concerned. It is claimed and white.
.
that the great Frenchman has been so
badly affected by injuries that he has
Manager Connie Mack believes Boh
been slowed down so chenomenallv Shawkey, the yonngster who was purthat he will never again be a great chased from Baltimore, will make good
fielder. For several seasons Lajola in the big show.
George Mullln of Montreal.
has failed to cover the ground he foron his big league career. Clark Grif- merly traversed.
Nap Rucker and Grover Cleveland
And to those who
fith released George Mullln to Mon- recall how the great Clevelander took Alexander have accented lucrative nv
the hard chances, this merelv muni sltlons as box office men In a Cincin
treal.
Mullln has for years been one of the that be had gone back to ordinary nati theater next winter.
greatest stars of the younger league. fielding. It is doubtful if there has
Ha broke into the limelight in 1901, ever been a superior to the bhr ninn
Rafael Almeida, the Cuban whom
when he was found to be ilgned on his bag in his prjme. Lajole Is still Manager Tinker sold to Montreal, bits
with both Detroit and Brooklyn. Ulti- with Cleveland and his fellow players that the Cincinnati leader Is going to
mately, the young twlrler decided to are credited with the belief that the make som more changes.
cast his fortune with the Tigers, and recent trouble with Birmingham has
It was In the ranks of the Detroit been patched up.
Five players In Ban Johnson's nr.
club that he fought his way to fame.
Wasner himself will not admit that cult have smashed out 100 hits or
Under Jennings. Detroit swent to he is done tor, but the Teuton'! leg more, while but one. Jake Dauhrt
thxse American league clumploaabipa, j Is not at It should to,
has reached that mark la Uu National
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Corporation
Commission
Prohibits
Santa Fe From Raising Rates In
Eastern New Mexico Pending
Investigation.
Western Newspaper Union News Service. ,
banta Fe. A proposed increased

rate on ice from Texico, Clovis, Ros
well and Artesia and other points in
that section to points in New Mexico
which the Santa F6 railroad had an
nuunueu wouia go into enect on

August 1st, was suspended by the
state corporation commission pending
an Investigation as to why the ad
vnuue Biiouia ue maae and the Bus- pension will remain In effect until
cause is shown by the railroad why
such an advance is necessary.
When the tariff was published several weeks ago by the Santa F6, ice
manufacturers in the Pecos valloy
took the matter up with the corporation commission They pointed out that
the rate in some cases was ahnost
double the rate now being paid, and
that they had extensive contracts
which they would have to fill at a loss
were the new rates allowed to become effective. Since these rates
were entirely within the state the
commission
had Jurisdiction,
and
since the increase seemed, unwarranted, under the complaints made
by the shippers it was unanimously
decided to suspend the rat-- until an
Investigation
could be held.
Ot
course if the road withdraws the rates
nothing more will develop, but if the
railroad wishes it a hearing will be
held.
s

. Carrier
Shoots Himself.
Hachita.
After identifying two
Mexicans as the men who shot him
nd rifled the United States mall.
Charles I Wagner, a soldier maii carrier of Hachtta, confessed that he shot
himself in the arm and then committed
the robbery. The Mexicans proved an
alibi and suspicion waa fastened upon Wagner. After a grilling by military officers and rostoffice inspectors
Wagner confessed. The postofflce authorities have not been able to ascertain how much Wagner obtained.-H- e
declares there was no military corre
spondence, and that all that he was
after was money. The Case will be
tried in New Mexico. "

8tockmen Meet and Organize.
Tucumcari.
The Eastern New
Mexico, Stockmen's Association
was
organized here. The object is to bring
the stock men of Eastern New Mexico
closer together to promote their gen
eral welfare and to protect their interests In every possible way. The
following officers were elected:
H.
B. Jones,
president; W. A. Dodson,
vice president; Hugh Swift, treasurer;
D. J. Flnegan
secretary; executive
committee, J. A. Street, Tucumcari;
J. Briscoe, Dodson, W. N. Elklns, Al
len; T. C. Collins, Obar; N. V. Galle-goIsldor.
s,

McMannus Cut to Pices By Train.
Silver City. A" fatal accident oc
curred on the tracks of the Chlno Copper Company at Santa Rita, when T.
J. McMannus, aged forty-five- ,
em
ployed, as a brakeman, was run over
by a train loaded with earth and al
most instantly killed. His body was
practically severed while his legs
were cut off below and above the
knees.
--

Many Acres Open to Settlement.
Farmlngton. The government sur.
vey of fifteen townships south of Farm
lngton, which was partly completed,
two years ago and discontinued
on
account of lack of funds.has been resumed. The work will probably re
quire one or two surveying parties
from now until the holidays to complete.

Santa Fe Takes Over St L., R. M. & P.
Raton. The St. Louis, Rocky Moun
tain and Pacific railway has-befor
mally taken over by the Santa F6. The
'
following directors were elected for
the newly purchased road: .. E. P. Ripley, F. C. Fox, A. E. Meyer, Ji. L.
Waldo, Ralph E. Twltchell, Jan Van
Houten, F. L. Myers and William E.
Gortner.
en

Insurance Suit Filed.

Santa Fe. Jacob Chavez, superin
tendent of Insurance, has been served
with papers in a suit brought by Rob
ert L. Miller of Roswell, vs. The Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Company
of California to recover 148,100. In
this action it is alleged that the com
pany failed to make loans which it
bad agreed to make.
Chavez Defeats Chlco.
Albuquerque. In a fight that was
marked by furious milling the full ten
rounds, Benny Chavez of Trinidad won
the decision over Battling Chlco of
Los Angeles. Chlco had but one
round the sixth out ot the ten.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
IJATKS FOR COMING KVKNTS.
2
Alls.
Chautauqua Meeting at
Mountalnnlr.'
Sept. 10. Cantaloupe
Day at Fort
12--

Humnr.
September
Thirty-fourt- h
8
anSeptember
Ban
annual
Juan county fair at Aztec.
Sept. 25 Pumpkin Pie Day at Maxwell
Sept.
4.
Northern New Mexico.
lalr at Itaton.Fifth
October
annual Navajo
fair at Bhiprock.
Oct.
state Fair at Albuquerque.
11-1-

nual fair at Farmlngton.
1

1.

A woman's club has been organized

at Morlarity,
The first fire in five years in Kenna

destroyed a drug tore.
Special trains are being run out
of Roswell to haul the cantaloupes to
market.
San Juan county turned out and
worked the roads near Farmlngton
last Friday.
A Roswell creamery
sent 10,000
pounds of butter to Kansas City in a
single shipment.
Southwest New Mexico shipped
nearly one million dollars' worth of
range steers this year.
There is a fair sized peach crop in
the Sau Juan thi3 year, and shipments
are being made right along.
At Mountainair on August 21, one of
the choicest programs of the Moun
tainair Chautauqua sessions will be
held.
Frank A. Hill of Albuquerque has
been appointed a member of the
mounted police force by Governor Mc
Donald.
It Js reported the Bell Cattle Com
pany has Bold 6,000 acres of their
holdings along Ute creek, in Union
county.
Fort Sumner will have such an
abundance of melons it proposes to
Invite the state to its Melon Day,
September 10.
The president has nominated. Paz
Valverda, register of the land office.
and Thomas E. Owen, receiver of public moneys at Clayton.
From three to five cars of alfalfa
have been shipped daily from Fort
Sumner since cutting began In earnest.
About ten cars of apples of the Bab
bitt variety will be shipped from the
Roswell section of the Pecos valley "
during the next ten days.
Charles Moore, the twelve-year-ol- d
jfon of Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Moore, ac
cidentally shot himself In the face at
Raton while experimenting with a
.

gun.

-

The third wing of the Hagerman
barracks of the New Mexico Military
Institute buildings, work on which
was begun this summer, is about completed. .
The returns are cojning in telling
of bumper crops from various parts
of the state. The Lauewood section
hopes to output from forty to fifty
cars of tomatoes.
The federal grand Jury for the October term of court and the petit Jury,
and the petit Jury for the special term
of the court to be held at Albuquerque
commencing October 21, have been
drawn.
Chas. Rouse of Palomas Springs reports subdued excitement there over
the discovery and location of several
paint mines located near Salt Springs,
a few miles westward from Palomas
Springs.
Jerry "Williams had a narrow escape
from being stung to death at Lake Ar
thur. While hauling hay from the
farm of R. L. Thompson, a swarm of
bees settled on him and the horses,
.tinging them seriously, Jerry had
forty stingers taken from nis face, and
was a sick man for the time being, but
soon was none the worse for his adventure.
A change in the office and registered, agent of t.e Karakule
Sheep
Company has been filed with the
state corporation commission. Formerly George F. Clancy of Las
Cruces, was the agent, but under the
amendment filed H. S. Bowman la
.the agent of the company.
The oil machinery is now being
hauled out to the oil fields hear Farmlngton and drilling operations will
commence about the middle of this
month. There were seven carloads ot
the machinery, which comprised th
second largest shipment ever sent lnts
Farmlngton at one time, the largest
being the material for the waterworks.
San Juan county thls year boasts
of three fairs. Which is probably the
moat held In .any county of the state
this year. One of these fairs, the
one at Farmlngton," Is the oldest one
in th state, this being the 84th annual event. The fair at Shiprock is
perhaps the only one of its kind in the
United States, and Is one that many
people travel thousands of miles to sea
each year. The fair at Aztec la the
first one at that place to be Incorporated, and was created by ths new
state law,
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